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EES EMYE ABYQCATE

IF BUSINESS IS DULL
START AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

VOLUME II.

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

BILL TO ASSIST

5

BY

U.S.

MILLIONS

DATIL

FARMER PASSED

RESERVE,

SENATE

are Mad
for Im
Arrangement
mediate Consideration of the Sup
plementary Farm Credit Maaiur

Mr. Kiser and George Leach were
Saturday. Mr. Leach Is a new
Washington, Jan. 19. Passage by settler over in Pumpkin Center dis
the senate today of the Capper agri- trict.
,
cultural credits bill was followed by
Mrs. Kiser has been and still is
arrangements for Immediate consider'
atlon of the supplementary farm cre visiting her married son in Las Cruces
but Bhe will return home In the near
dits measure, the Lenroot-Anderso- n

BEING

FOR

Friday night last it started to rain
and kept up raining and snowing all
day Saturday and Sunday it was al
most a blizzard. The Quemado mall
had a hard time getting in and had to
walk four miles after gas. This
moisture was so badly needed that we
are all rejoicing.

CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

SPENT BY SOUTHERN

JANUARY 27,

WESTERN

SPRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA

STATES

In

bill. Interest in an appropriation bill future.
and other route measures, however,
Jot Stiles was over
threatened to defer opening of debate
n
on the
measure un waited for the mail.

Friday

'4'-- '

ft

.

and

Lenroot-Anderso-

til

Monday.

The Capper bill was passed with
out opposition or a roll call. Con
slderatlon criticism revolved about its
alleged insufficiency to aid the farmer
and advocates of the Lenroot-Ande- r
son bill contend that it will go much
further.
Administration leaders were agreed
upon a policy of holding the senate
until disposed of, before proceeding
with the administration shipping bill.
It is hoped to reach a vote on the
last farm credit bill next week and
thereby break the legislative Jam
which has held up the shipping measure.
A substitute shipping bill introduced today by Senator McKellar democrat of Tennessee, would strike out the
cash government aid provision of the
administration bill, abrogate commercial treaties, which congress sought
to annul for some time, abolish discriminating rates from Atlantic ports
and declare a ten year policy of
government ship operation.
The McKellar bill was said to be
promised considerate support, especially from democratic opponents
of
the
administration
measure.
Prompt consideration by the house
of the senate's farm credit program
is said to be assured, a committee already being engaged at work on the
matter. In both the senate and house
the principal contest over the legislation is predicted for the
bill because of its govern-- ,
ment aid features through plans for
federal subscription to $60,000,000 for
14 new credit departments under the
farm loan board, one in each reserve
district.
The Capper bill's principal provision
Is for the organization of
credit associations with $250,000 capital and amendments to the federal
reserve designed to extend farmrs'
credits.

Mrs. Cleaveland and Mrs. Stearns
went to Santa Fe Thursday and re
turned Monday. They were guests; of
Mrs. Cora A Kellam. Mrs. Cleaveland
has since been confined to her bed.
Monday, Miss Emmy Reuter of Ara- gon was a business visitor. . Mr. Noah
of Horse Springs drove her over.

lllllSlpllil3illlll
One of the Southern Pacific Company' tremendous new
type locomotives, fifty of
which have been received by the Company In recent month, standing beside the
tiny "Colli P.
No.
locomotive
the
1,"
Huntington
named after one of the member of the Big Four, who
pioneer
built the Central Pacific, and other Southern Paclfio lines.
This contrast Illustrates the great
progresa made by the country' leading railroads In development of equipment.

Jose Monte's camp of Indians have
back to Datil and the squaws
are still weaving blankets.
They
have made some beauties.
moved

Mr. Goesllng has moved his furni
ture out to the new home and they
are most comfortably furnished now.
The Goesllng home is without doubt
the finest in the country.

The Dowell boys have gone to De- pew Okla.- for the rest of the winter,
but will return in the spring to their
claims.
Mary Thomas had as guests,
her daughter and family who were
on their way to California. John
Thomas came over from Greens Gap
to see his sister.
Mrs.

result

the equipment
program recentASlyconstruction
announced for the Southern
a

Sunday it stormed so hard, the
guests that had been invited to Horse
Springs for dinner were unable to go,
and strange to say it did not storm at
Horse Springs at all, which seemed
Impossible being so near.

of

Pacific Company's established pol- this year but construction of which
icy of providing our customers with was delayed by unsettled industhe best equipment obtainable."
trial conditions In the East. With
Pacific Company by Win. Sproule,
Included in the new freight train the completion of these and the
president of the Company, a great- equipment announced today are 5330 ordered for next year the
ly Increased amount of rolling stock 2500 box cars, 500 stock cars, 950 Pacific Fruit Express will have
wilL be made available to western gondola cars, 600 logging cars, and more than 27,500 cars for
handling
shippers and travelers during tuj 75 cabooses.
fruit and vegetables from the Paci- 1923.
and
Freight
year
passenger
The new
rolling stock fic Coast in 1923. The Western
train cars, representing an Invest- Includes 60 passenger
steel coaches for local Pacific will release Pacific Fruit
ment ot $12,000,000 have been service, 15 steel coaches for main Express cars supplying some 2,000
ordered by the Company for 1923 line
through service, 10 steel diners, of its own Instead, thus giving a
delivery for the Company's Pacific 11 steel buffet baggage cars, 35 total of 30,000 cars where now
System.
steel combination mail and bag- 20,000 serve or an increase of one-thirThe new equipment Is to be of gage cars and 10 steel
baggage
the finest type. It will include cars.
The Southern Pacific Company
4,525 freight train cars and 141
The Southern Pacific has Just recently placed an order with steel
passenger train cars. These are ' i taken
delivery on the last con- plants in the East for 75,000 gross
addition to the 6030 standard retons of rails for delivery In 193.
signment of 50 gigantic
frigerator cars and 300 express type
The value of the order is between
an
locomotives,
representing
for
pasaenger
refrigerators equipped
trai service representing an ad- investment of In$4,000,000. They are $3,000,000 and $4,000,000.
Approximately 50,000 tons of the
freight service on
ditional Investment of $18,000,000 being placed
s
the rails, or
of the amount
that have Just been ordered by the mountain divisions. They are locoordered, will be used on the PaclPacific Fruit Express Company In heaviest and most powerful
which Southern Pacific has a half motives of this type yet built and fio System.
This will provide a total of S30
interest and the Union Pacific a constitute the largest order of locomotives equipped with feed water miles of rails for we in the West,
half Interest.
and
made
heaters
ever
"boosters"
of which 217 miles is to be
"The substantial purchases of
, ! j .
rails ar.ll 113 miles of
equipment wo are maklrg," sld by any railroad.-.- .
The Pacific Fruit Express Com
d
Mr. Sproule, "indicate our faith in
rails. The
rail
the territory we serve and in the pany Is receiving the final con are the heaviest ever used in railcontinued prosperity of the West, slgnment of 3300 new refrigerator road construction work west of the
They are in line with the Southern I cars it ordered tor delivery early Rocky Mountains.
OPPORTUNITY

Lenroot-Anders-

ACTIVITY

IN BLACK

RANGE

Dorris Simpson and John Thomaa
do me wrong who say I come no
went after the car Monday, and had They
more
qulte a tlme BettlnB the cftr back'
When once I knock and fall to find
you In; .
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bray have been
visiting Mrs. Lawrence for a week. For every day I stand outside your
door
They are on their way to Mr.' Bray's
And bid you wake, and rise to fight
old home in Iowa, where they will
and win.
vlsi; until summer and possibly stay if
Wail not for perished chances passed
in
the
like
it
coin
pan
growing
they
away!
of the world.
,
Weep not for golden ages on the
Mr. Garst sent four or five days in
wane!
Magdalena last week but returned to Each night I burn the records of the
the station Friday. Eileen Lawrence
day
carfio out with him and is noy makAt sunrise every soul is born again.
I lend my arm to all who say, "I
ing up lost sleep.
can."
Dorris Simpson is staying at the No shame-face- d
outcast ever Bank so
Lodge now and riding from there.
deep
The Drag A ranch has closed for the
But yet might rise and be again a
winter months.
man.
Art thou a mourner? Rouse thee
Mr .and Mrs. Ross Miller moved to
from thy spell;
the Baldwin ranch where the AnderArt thou a sinner? Sins may be
sons lived, for the remainder of the
forgiven.
winter.
Each morning gives thee wings to flee
,
from hell,
Russell Pullen has gone home and
Each night a star to guide thy feet
will stay with his father until work
to heaven.
opens up again.
Selected.
,

(From the Magdalena News)
There is considerable ac:ivity 70
miles southwest of Magda'enl in tin
Black Range Distirct. It is livllier in
that district than it has been for the
last 15 years.
Three large quartz mills are now In
operation.
The Silver Metals Mining Company
are shipping a high grade copper
concentrate from their mines to El
Paso Their mines lay on the divide
above Chloride.
The Midnight Mining Company are
working their mines 10 miles from
Falrvlew. Their new mill, which was
installed last summer has proved a
Red Moore came home from Quesuccess.
are
Concentrates
being mado
Saturday and will be in Datil
shipped steadily to the El Paso Smelt- now for sometime.
er.
Eastern people have been investigating the Tom Scales property
known as Iron Mountain, located 60
miles south of Magdalena.
It is reported that they have purchased this property. This is one of
the largest Iron deposits in New Mexico. Millions of tons of low grade
Iron ore are in Bight.
Owing to the great distance from
the railroad this property has lain
dormant for a number of years.
On the Old Polar Star Mine, situated at Flourine, owned by Frank P.
Davis, preparations are being made to
install a new mill on this property.
RECENT 8NOW
The rain and snow, which fell
and
afternoon
Saturday
steadily
night and all day Sunday has already
had quite a cheering effect on the
public. The moisture fell slowly and
was all retained by the dry earth.
The storm was quite general extending to the west of us and north as
far as Albuquerque. It will be or
great value to the ranges.

DEATH

OF

J.

A. SMILEY

GLENWOOO
C. B. Thomason is quite ill at his
home with an attack of the flu.

Tie Round Valley Chamber of Com
merce composed of the five towns in
Southern Apache
Co. Springerville,
Eagar, Nutriosot Alpine and Greer,
were organized Friday evening, Janu
ary 19 in the Apache Tavern. The
meeting was called to order by Dr.
John R. Walls temporary Chairman,
A great deal of interest was shown
there being representatives from all
towns. It being a cold rainy night,
about 160 were present. The mem
bershlp totaled 50 ordinary and 11
business members, more are expected
to join at the next meeting which will
be held Saturday
February 17 in
Eagar. The following officers were
elected: Gustav Becker, President
Dr. John R. Walls Sec. and Treos.
There were five
Mrs.
Warren M. Tennel Jr. Alpine, Mrs.
Mary Wilklns, Nutrioso, Mrs. John T.
Butler, Greer, Mrs. Thos. Phelps,
Springerville; Harry E. Colter, Eagar.
The general committee was composed
of H. P. Burke, Alpine; Orson Wilklns
Nutrioso; Geo. L. Hayes, Greer; J. K.
Udall, Eagar; Wm. Nagle, A. J. McKay and J. J. Baca, Sp'ringervllle.
H. G. Espy sang several solos, after
the meeting was dismissed dancing
was indulged in for sevral hours, music bing furnished by the Round Valley
High School orchestra and Sammy
Luncheon was served by
Muldrago.
the ladles at midnight which was en- Joyed by all.

time, only.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Chas. York,
of Hurley on the 13th, a fine baby
boy. Mother and child are doing
nicely.

James H. Hudson, son of Ed. Hudson, who is attending the State College at Las Cruces has been quite
sick the past week, but was able to
return to his studies Monday.
The Pleasant Valley school has been
closed, as a precaution against the
fever epidemic which seems to be
spreading In the communities. There
are no cases in the valley so far.
Clive Hlgglns was obliged to give
up his Job at the road camp on account of poor health.

j

I

WOOL GROWERS
CONVENTION TO
BE FEBRUARY 1
The twentieth annual convention of
the New Mexico Wool Growers Association will be held in the Chamber
of Commerce in Albuquerque on February 1st. and 2nd.
The program follows:
Thursday, February 1 at 10 a. m.
Convention called to Order.
Invocation
Address, Hon. Jas. L. Hlnkle, Governor of New Mexico.
Address of Welcome, M. L. Fox,
Manager, Albuquerque, Chamber of
Commerce.
to Address of Welcome, H.
Las Animas, Colorado.
Annual Address of the President,
Prager Miller, Roswell, N. M
Appointment of Committee.
Announcements.
Response

C. Abbott,

Afternoon 8eeiion, 2 p. m.
"Cooperation of National
and State Associations,"
Representative of National Wool
Growers' Association.
cooperative work New Mexico
Agricultural Federation,"
F. D. Jones, President, New Mexi
co Federation.
"National Forest Grazing Matter,"
Frank C. W. Pooler, District
Forester.
'State Lands'
Justlniano Baca, State Land Com
missioner.
Banquet at Country Club at 6 p. m.
Chamber of Commerce.
Address,

The parent teachers association held
its regular meeting on Wednesday
evening in the Grapevine Hall at
Eagar, a large crowd was present,
President and Mrs. L. B. McMHlen of
FlagBtaff were present and gave lec
tures. President' McMillen's
subject
Second Day
was "Families," and Mrs. McMillen
Morning Setilon, 10 a, m.
spoke on "What a Woman can do."
Address
Cuke and chocolate were served after
Judge Geo. M. Thurmond, Sheep
which dancing and games were in or and Goat Raisers'
Association of
der for the rest of the evening.
Texas.
Address
A new Radio machine was inutalled
Dr. H. L. Kent, President, New
n the Apache Tavern the first of the
Mexico College of Agriculture
and
E,
A.
and
E.
,'feek by H.
''
Pquin
.
Crouse of Holbrook. A concert was Mechanic Arts.
Address ,
given Tuesday evening to whicn
Hon. John Morrow,
U, S. ReAll
enjoyed
everybody was Invited.
the treat very much, this being- the presentative
"The General Annual Dipping
of
first receiver located here, A large
in New Mexico."
Sheep
THE BALL GAME
crowd was present.
Dr. F. L. Schneider In charge,
By Elizabeth Heath Olmstead
The Springerville Mercantile Co. Bureau of Animal Industry.
While the breakfast table waited for held Its Stockholders
Afternoon Session, 2 p. m.
meeting on Jan,
a man who never came
"Report of the Sheep Sanitary
8th. Harris Miller waa unanamously
The syrup Jug suggested that they elected President and Mrs. Meadlce Board."
have a baseball game.
J. B. Robertson, Secretary of
Wm. Nagle
Thompson
The knives and forks applauded, sayas general Manager of the Sheep Sanitary Board.
ing, "Waiting's such a bore;
Business Session.
store.
We'll play against the china, and the
clock can keep the score.
Supervisor J. H. Slzer and Ranger
We'll call the pancake batter from the Geo. L.
Haynes went to Vernon Sat
SWEAZEAVILLE
kitchen for the fun
urday to attend a Stockholders meetHe's such a splendid batter, and he's
ing.
thin enough to run!"
Mrs. W. S. Newton returned from
cream
The
Jug was a pitcher of repuMrs. Lloyd Overson of St, Johns 1b Anson, Texas, where she has been
tation great:
Bpendlng this week with her parents, visiting her father and mother.
He deftly put the butter ball right Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hall.
over the home plate.
Vol Robinson,
has left for Texas
The pancake batter made a hit and
This section is in the grip of cold for the winter. ,
ran for second base.
rain and snow storm thiB week, which
But a spry young teaspoon got the means a great deal to our stock grow
W. A. Jordan is on his way to
ball and beat him in the race!
ers, as this has been un unusually dry Texas.
The batter acted quite upset, but he warm winter and moisture Is badly
recovered soon
needed.
Mr. Mott Is still selecting furs.
And said, "Oh, Well, I'm used to being
Mr. Creamer, the fur man from So
A number are on the sick list this
beaten by a spoon!"
The clock said "five to seven," and ex- week, among them are Miss Ida John- corro, makes his regular trips to this
citement mounted high,
son, M. J. Wiltbank and O. K. Thomp,
part of the country.
But the game abruptly ended when son.
We have plenty of moisture- so far.
the pitcher caught a fly.
Maurice Barth, live wire of St. If the "old man" will only convi once
NEW REO SPEED WAGON
Johns came up to attend the big dance more we will have early weeds for
stock.
Friday evening.
(From the Magdalena News)
The
Company beMr. Sweazea, is on tho sick lilt this
F. J. Brlnkley was In town from his
lieve In having the best in the way of anch on the Coyote, Saturday.
week.
automobiles and trucks, and to help
solve their trucking problem have ad- Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Becker return married on December 27, to Miss Mo- in the Clifton
ded a new Reo Speed Wagon, stake ed Friday from a good roads meet- Bride, a teacher
body, to their equipment. The capa- - ing held In Douglas, the past week. schools. Robert Smith, in charge of
an road work on the Apache during the
city of the Speed Wagon Is a ton and Mrs. Becker visited relatives In
past autumn, writes that he was mar,
a quarter, and will make thirty-fiv- e
Simon a few days.
ried In Carlsbad N. M., January 1, but
miles an hour with a full load without
not give the former nam of hi
does
from
to
the
returned
truck.
B.
Colter
J.
Friday
injury
This Company Is working hard on
business trip to Los Angeles and bride.
The many friends of these young
their test well In the Red Lake Dis- Pheonlx.
couples Join in congratulations and
trict, and we predict a surprise for
Mrs. S. B. Booths returned Friday best wishes for a happy married life.
the people of this country before many
from a visit In Holbrook.
more months.
JE. K. Elliott went
to Holbrook
J. H. Slzer Supervisor of the Apache Thursday on business.
OLD DARKEYS ADVICE
Forest went to Albuquerque Sunday
Albert and K. E. Thompson returned
Don't be what you ain't;
on official business.
Jes' be what you is.
Sunday from Holbrook.
N. Sheppard of the Hlghwaj
If you Is not what you am,
W. W. Cadwell of the Union Oil Co.
Commission of Pheonlx and a Mr.
Then you am not what you is.
Brown of the Gov. Highway, held a of Holbrook waa In town the past
If you're Just a little tadpole,
week.
business meeting here this week.
Don't try to be a frog;
If you're Just the tail.
Miss Ruby Johnson of St. John
Wedding bells Reports have been
Don't try to wag the dog.
been received in Springerville to the was up Friday, visiting her sister.
You can always pass the plate,
effect that two bachlors of the Apa Miss Ida Johnson.
If you can't exhort and preach.
che Forest force Joined the ranks of
If you're JuBt a little pebble,
Geo. E. Crosby with hi wife and
Benedicts during the holidays, James
Don't try to be the beach.
in mother Mrs. J. T. Butler were down
W. Glrdner, , deputy Supervisor
Don't be what you ain't,
Jes' be what you is.
charge of the Clifton District, was from Greer Friday.
-

Vlce-Pre-

Ruby, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs
L. M. Ross, who was reported as having scarlet fever, is about well and as
far as Is known, there are no more
cases of the disease here. It has been
reported there are a number of cases-othe disease at Alma and that the
schools there were obliged to close,
which we hope will be for a short

J. A. Smiley, a resident of Socorro
Mrs. Willis Shelhorn and son, Edfor a number of years died at his
Mr. Delameter and Choppy Eaton home there Monday, following an illward, and her sister, Mrs. Barney Mc- were in Magdalena Saturday. Mr. ness of pneumonia.
Keefry, are visiting and attending to
Eaton stayed in over Sunday.
The funeral was held on Tuesday business in the county seat this week.
from the home in Socorro. The
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jones made a
Mr. Morley reumed to Magdalena Knights of Pythias having charge of
trip to Reserve last week and were
the latter part of. the week, after the services.
accompanied by Mrs. Jones' mother,
spending several days. In Datil.
Mrs. Alice Gamble, who remained to
LEASE OF SALT LAKE
The road crew have been unable to
visit her daughter, Mrs. J. B. Porter,
The Commlslsoner of Public Langs, and other relatives In the vicinity of
work for several days on account of
Justlniano Baca, of Santa Fe will of- Reserve.
the snow and cold weather.
fer for lease the Salt Lake located in
Mr. HillhoUse watf by Sunday from Catron County, for the extraction and
THE PANAMA CANAL is now carremoval of salt. It will be leased to rying about a million and a quarter
Magdalena,
the highest bidder at public auction tons of shipping a month, and the revJack Swingle has gone to Mexico to at Reserve, N. M. on the 16 th day of enue from tolls is about a million and
a quarter dollars. That means that
trap. He will remain in Hot Springs April.
for a visit before going on.
only about ten vessels a day pass
the car refused to go and they were
through the canal a number that is
Billy Swingle was over from the forced to walk some five or six miles only half as many as the locks can
to Mr. Sissel's place to get a car to handle even by daylight, and, since
Creek for his mall last week.
bring them on In. They arrived a' the canal is fully lighted, only perhaps
Mrs. Thomas had the. care of Mary the coldest part of the morning, just a quarter of what it could handle in
and Morley Cleaveland during Mrs. before day, and were very cold and the twenty-fou- r
hours.
tired.
Cleaveland's absence, at the Lodge.
c
NEW CUSTOM MILL
It Is expected that the Kenneth
Mrs. Thomas and Irving Frank
Juan Lopez is trapping until the
made a trip to Greens Gap Sunday lambing season when he expects to go Hughes Custom Mill in Kelly will be
completed by the middle of February.
night in the storm and coming back to work again.
--
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PACIFIC

NEW EQUIPMENT TO SERVE

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING

s,

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

Use Airplane

to

Man Is Shot in Squabble
Over Duck That Cat Stole

Seek Old Cities

Professor MacLean of Rochester
University Finds Outline of
Ancient Irrigation Canal.
DISCOVERY

IMPORTANT

MADE

British Pilot Finds Location of Two
Lost Cities of Opis and Sitace
May Push Back History

Another Age.
New Haven, Conn. Lost cities of
snclent civilizations, buried for thousands of years beneath the shifting
Hands
of Egypt, Mesopotamia and
Arabia, will soon be located through
the use of airplanes, according to Prof.
It. A. MncLean of Rochester university, late KtHff officer with the lirltlsh
troops In Persia, who discussed this
problem before the Archeologlenl Institute of America.
The nroheologlst,
circling about
some 2,KXI feet In the air, with a clear
t weep of vision f r 20 miles In all directions, can make out certain continuous lines of depression, Indicating ancient Irrigation channels, with mounds

strewn along these lines Indicating
buried cities.
Ordinary survey? could never reveal
this bemuse of the great distances
covered by them.
Under the very
ground on which countless caravans
have passed for more than S.OOO years
and where even s lentllic expeditions
may have pitched their camps for the
night. He cities whose contents may
puh back history i.nother age, whose
weulth In gold, silver and precious
xones may f;ir surpass anything unearthed even In Kir.vptMay Find Lost Cities.
An Important discovery has already
been made by n lirltlsh pilot, Involving possibly the definite location of
cities of Opis and Sitace
the
the famous centers of ancient culture
and wealth described by Xenophon
of
I.r,(K1 years ago, but never heard
be pilot operating last sumfince.
mer In Mesopotamia noticed while on
his numerous air reconnalssnni es what
t
appeared to be a long natural
covcrlns many miles.
This depression branched off from
"the Tigris river at Ilagdad. ran south
b bit. and then curved gradually back
to the rlvor, finally running into It
at Samnrrii.
Along this depression
were many mounds appearing from
above as mere discoloration.
Major
Ueaseley,
commanding the air post
there, and an enthusiastic; urcheolnglst
bltusWf, wlien fold of this passed the
news on to Professor MacI.ean, and a
series of flights were at once ar-

ht

I

dellitn-men-

ranged.
On these nlr surveys, Professor MacI.ean was astonished to find untnlstak-abl- e
signs of an old channel, which
parted from the j resent Tigris river
channel at Snmarrn and nin a southerly course for n full 100 miles before

rejoining the present channel at
The Importance of this discovery wns at once apparent to Professor
MacI.ean, for It was a graphic Indication that the ancient Tigris had run
through n different channel some
miles south of the present one
and that the sites of ancient cities,
so carefully marked out by scientists,
who based their calculations on the
present channel of the Tigris, were
actually 15 miles south of where they
were supposed to be.
Ancient Chain of pities.
In support of his discovery. Professor MacI.ean points to the many
njounds strewn along the line of tills
old channel. Indicating ttie ancient
chain of cities once flourishing on the
Some of the
Jiptiks of the Tigris.
most Important cities of ancient
times, Including Opis, Sltnco and
Kskl, Ilagdad, with many still more
primitive towns, hnve thus passed
unnoticed while scientists were busy
exploring the banks of the present
Tigris.
Another surprising discovery was
that of the ancient irrigation system,
noted In the ancient chronicles, but

San Francisco.

y

TO RESTORE WAR INSURANCE

'

their protests that their difference was purely a personal matter, and Palmer pleaded guilty
Shaw Insisted on
to assault.
paying Palmer's $10 Hue and
they went back to Shaw's cabin,
w here they found a
pile of duck
feathers und a
guilty-lookin-

Veterans Who Permitted Term Insurance to Lapse Can Easily Get
It Reinstated.

two monthly premiums on the amount
Washington. It will be news to
of term Insurance to be reinstated.
ninny World war veterans to learn
In ull
that the United States veterans' bur- Physicians have been appointed
eau has Inaugurated n reinstatement of the branch oftices of the bureau
men can secure the
where
campaign for the benefit of those who,
witheither through misunderstanding or necessary medical examination
out cost. Detailed Information may be
Inability to meet premium payments,
the United
have permitted their term (war time) obtained by writing to
States Veterans' ISureau, Washington,
Insurance to lapse.
of accurate.
Director Forbes announces that no D. ('., but In the Interest
the perand
Identification
promptness,
matter how long a time has passed
be sure to give bis
bince the last premium was paid, an son writing should
when
man may easily renew his full name, rank and organizationIds
serial
term (war time) Insurance contract if In the service and, If possible,
he Is In good health, or If he Is dis- number.
abled, provided the disability from
LAUGH IS CAUSE CF MURDER
which he Is suffering is due to service and Is not of a total and permanent nature.
Veterans will be par- Boy Boasts of Killing Girl Who
Mocked Him When He Missed Good
ticularly interested In learning that
Shot While Hunting Squirrels.
they may reinstate $1,000 or any higher amount, In multiples of $."00, of the
amount of Insurance they carried
Iron Mountain, Mich Charged with
who
girl
while In the service.
It will nlso be killing a twelve-year-olof Interest to the public to know that mocked Hint wnen ne misseu a goon
over 500,000 of the men who applied shot while hunting squirrels, John
for Insurance during the war have Khultz, seventeen years old, Is under
continued their policies In force and arrest here. The hoy was arrested
men and women when he boasted of the killing to a
that these
are carrying
Insurance protection bov friend, police declare.
Oustl
Shults! and twelve-year-olamounting to the enormous sum of
over .S.'MXHI.OOO.OOO.
Tngzte were hunting near their homes
The
reinstatement
requirements when the hoy missed a shot at a chip
The girl
friends.
have been made most liberal; In fact, munk, he told
at her companion, and be
Is In good health It Is laughed
If an
only necessary for dim to furnish shot her, causing her death almost In
medical proof of that fact, and pay Ktanlly, the police charge.

R agged Genius
Gives Concert
Wizard of Piano Entertains Police Station Irfmates With
Jazz and Classic Stuff.

LIFE

STORY

ONE

GF TRAGEDY

Prodigy of "Hoboes'
Unkempt
lege" Retains His Love of Music

Col-

Through Vicissitudes That
Pursus Shambling Life.

ling-da-

Philadelphia. Music critics have ignored the concert given at the piano
of the police station the other evening
and
by Harry Tannehill of Pittsburgh
musical
points West, more recently
director of the Hoboes' college und
pianist extraordinary.
Tannehill, cleverly disguised as a
hobo and one In all reality gave
the police several hours of uninteroff a
rupted ragtime and then tore
lot of classical numbers that left the
veriest patrolman feeling like an ambassador. He glided through a little
Liszt, gave some Chopin dirges and
then threw the whole outfit Into raptures with a masterful Interpretation
of Hachmanlnoff,
It was an Impromptu affair entirely. The artist arrived at the little
bare room opposite the cell tier shortly before seven o'clock, convoyed by
Mulhollmid of the "motorcycles." Ills
escort hnd lured him from the concrete campus of Hoboes' college.
For four hours he played his reper- -

Soldiers Memorial

I

at Manila
a

jazz and classic,
V'he statlorf'tiOHse did Itsusual night
ly (justness of the district. Drunks
were drought
in many of them.
The police
Vagrants were lodged.
surgeon made his round. And all a
glance Into the music room disclosed
to any of them was the sight of a little ragged figure, cap tossed nslde,
battered shoes, dirty sweater and unforgivable linen, sounding chords in
a revery. Two revolver shots sounded, Just around the corner. Someone
recehlng wrong change In a nearby
cigar store had said it with gunfire.
The music never stopped.
It even
grew stronger.
Tells Life Story.
Lieutenant Cocornn finally poked his
bead into t lie music room and ordered
a halt.
Then they got him talking.
By now a metamorphosis had taken
place. The "bum" had given way to
the musician
and Tannehill discoursed of music and his eventful
past as If he were drinking wine with
Intimates on a terrace In fair Capri,
he said. Had taken
lie was forty-six- ,
up music at fourteen, studied the
piano for eight years, three In the
conservatory at Mount Union, 0., and
then for a time dad gone on the con
cert stnge. After that he tried teaching.
"Eight years ago," Tannehill said,
"my wife deserted me and she took
with her our three-year-oldaughter.
She may he alive today, she may be
I don't know and I haven't
dead.
been nble to find out. My little girl
was my world; when she went, ambi
tion followed."
The pianist enme to Philadelphia
nearly three years ogo, hut other

than a few
performances
be has been without work. He tried
carpentry for a while, and other work
more arduous, but was not equal to It.
"You know the rules of the Hoboes'
college, don't you:" asked the bluff
Mulholland of his protege. "If yon
get work, you're automatically exYou'll have to leave the
pelled.
movie-palac-

"Curtain Call."
"I don't care," answered the mnes-tr"Give me a few decent looking
togs and several good meals In succession and I'll defy any of lliem to
tell the hum from the musician. Just
once more, before I die. I'd like to
get loose In the vicinity of a grund

tot

piano."

This
memorial

beautiful monument lias Just been finished and unveiled ns a
to the veterans of the rewdutlon against Spain which was going

notsklrts of Murritn. und
artistic soldiers' memorials ever erected.
itfmtiul

on tin

Is remarried

ns imp of the most

CHILDREN

TWO

DEAD

Little Ones Were Not as
as She Thought They
Should Be Woman Tries to
Kill Self With Them,

Because

Smart

Portland, Ore. "I planned It all
ahead. My babies were not as smart
as they should hnve been as smart
as other persons' babies so I turned
on the gas.
We would all hnve died
together."
Thus did Mrs. George Kales explain
her deed ufter police found her in the
kitchen
of her home, unconscious
from the effects of gns, and her two
children, Margaret, one, and James
four, lying dead beside her.
MI
dragged the cot into the kitchen.
said Mrs. Feles. "Then I went hack
Had got Marjorle,
nnd then James,
They didn't know what I was doing. I
turned on the gas stove. James cried
and wanted to get out when hp
smelted the gas. Marjorle only whim
I frightened
them both Into
pered.
keeping quiet, 'flint's all I rememher."
Charge of Murder Filed.

GRAVE OF

ON

CHILD HE KILLED
Grandfather, Brooding Over Accident to Grandchild, Takes
His Own Life.
New York. Two men hurried along
the quiet pntlis In Greenlawn cemetery, bent for the grave of a little
girl. One was a detective, the other
a relutlve of the child.
They turned In the path and saw
the grave, On It was sprawled the
body of an old man, a bullet through
his temple. A pistol, one cartridge
gone, lay beside him.
Neither of the men spoke, but as
the detective, unconsciously professional, picked up fhe pistol, his companion stared nt the body quietly, not
seeing.
Instead, a picture of his home, one
night months ago, came to him.
Emma
Fuchs had
dressed as a gypsy, to "give grandpa
some fun" when he came dome.
Grandpa knocked at the door and
Eninni, Itoiminy regalia nnd all, scur- -

i
SAY "BAYER"

when you buy.

Insist!

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets, you are
not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by
physicians over 23 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds

Headache

Toothache

Rheumatism

Neuritis

Lumbago

Neuralgia

Pain,

Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Aspirin U tbo trado mark of Bayer MunutactTire of Monoacetloactdester of BaUeyllcacUL

Handy "Bayer" boxes of

If a lunacy commission does not
her mentally unbalanced, she will
face the consequences. After he hnd
heard her story, Deputy District At
torney Kirk filed formal charges of
murder against her in municipal court
For the first time since the tragedy
Mrs. Feles shed tears at the mention
of her husband. She told authorities
that she had attempted to take her
life on many occasions.
Nine specific
attempts she recalled. Once before
she sought to do way with herself and
find

James, but
Some one
tell James
deficiencies

Take a good dose of Carter's Little liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights af ter.l hey
cleanse your system of all waste matter ana
IRS.TTL.E Regulate Yoir Bowels. Mild as easy to
take aS SUgar. Ccnulnt bear tignaturt-oSmall Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.

IVER

mi

failed.

asked her: "You couldn't
nnd Marjorle had mental
ut their nge?"
"Oh, yes, I could," she replied. "A
mother always can tell."
She spoke only when urged to It,
und then In a hopeless voice.
Neighbors and relatives said that
James and Margaret were fine chll

Joire of melodies,

A

J

Woman Gives Unusual
Reason for Attempt to Kill
Off Family.

Oregon

g

cat.

DIES

SHE SLAYS THEM

Pal-

mer, after shooting a duck nenr
Iielmont, n suburb, was Invited
Into the cubln home of Harry
Shaw, n watchman, to get warm.
When Palmer started to leave he
missed the duck, und In the argument that followed, according to
subsequent
testimony, he was
shot in the face. An underslierlff
took them Into custody despite

never

reconstructed. From the air
Professor MacLenn and Major Bease-lehnve been able to chart out entire systems of Irrigation streams and
ditches by simply sketching the lines
of depression and discoloration. The
results show a very unusual system
of Irrigation, closely resembling the
skeleton of a bony fish, with the main
ditch as the spinal column, and the
locul ditches as ribs und small hones,

Charles

BABES 'STUPID,'

On

the

rled beneath
came In and,

table.
Grandpa
smiling, counterfeited
fear at the little stranger who popped
from beneath the table.
To add to the acting, he playfully
pointed at the "little gypsy" a pistol
thht he had picked up from a dresser.
There was n shot. The child fell.
hen police came grandpa was
holding Kiuinn, the "little gypsy," in
his amis. She was dead.
The man standing by the grave saw
the drama again, nnd he saw grandpa
ns he hnd been since that day lonely,

Picture of Nude- Woman on Skin Gets
on Nerves of Owner Trln
Cuts It Off.
-

the

Gas.

James was a sturdy, bright-eyelaughing youngster, who would
have been a Joy in any home. lie had
dark hair and rails, and from his big
eyes he looked at the world with an
Impish expectancy, all In striking contrast with his frail, drab little mother.
Mother Looks Very Thin,
Against the pillow at St. Vincent's,
Mrs. Feles' pinched face looked very
thin. Her
hair lacked
luster; her eyes hnd little more life
than had James' eyes when he was
found almost
ilead
there In the
kitchen.
Her skin was covered with
scratches,
First explanation that the woman
was a victim of puerperal Insanity
were scouted by physicians. Dr. F.
J. Zlegler, who has the woman in
charge, said that Insnnlty of the sort
was peculiar to women at time of maternity, and pointed to the fact that
Margaret, the younger child, was a
little more Ihnn
year old.
wcukness might be reCongenital
sponsible for the woman's condition
nnd for the queer perversion of her
mother love which led to her belief
that the children were not smart and
to the tragic act.
dren.

w

A taste for music, like the love of
a horse or a dog, Is a saving grace;
the last characteristic to go In the
drop to degeneration; the first thing "What's the Use," Brings Thirty Days.
to build upon In the climb to reWilliam
Ont.
St.
Catharines,
habilitation. The police made up a Shields was the frankest prisoner who
purse for their visitor and asked him has appeared In St. Catharines police
to play one more before he left.
court in some time.
"I'll give you a little 'William Tell,' "
"You arc charged with stealing $9,"
be announced. And under the manip- said Magistrate Campbell.
ulation of the nimble fingers of a
"Guilty," replied Shields, briefly.
master, the old piano awoke to a life
"Want to say anything?"
It had neer known.
The mnster
"No."
arose and bowed. Then, slowly, he
"Whyr
out
of
room.
the
passed
"What's the use?"

"One month."

Oh, Dear, How Cynical.
"Speaking about witty definitions,"
writes Miss K. C, "let me ofTer this
one: "A bachelor Is a man who lives
alone with the one he loves." Boston
Evening Transcript.

If You Neaci

England has nearly
women magistrates.

a Medicine

nine hundred

You Should Have the Best

Man.

LOPS OFF HIS TATTOOED ARM

on

&C

Superstition Helps Cat.
In France It Is a custom to give
the cat all It can eat on Christinas
eve, for If, by nny chance, It mews,
had luck for the household Is sure
to follow.

It Sprawled the Body of an Old

brooding, thoughtful.
Even a day or two ago grandpa had
glanced in the windows of toy shops,
more than ordinarily rich with gifts
for youngsters.
'men the man by the grave saw
grandpa leaving the house for a
"visit to Greenlawn cemetery."
And Charles Fuchs, with a detec
tive beside Mm, stopped staring at
the grave, leaned over and softly
touched his father's cold hand.
The detective prepared to report
suicide In Greenlawn cemetery."

Turned

is

New York. Because be was tired
of a brightly tattooed figure on his
right arm, James J. Scanlon of Shenandoah, Pn., placed his arm on the Pennsylvania railroad track in Newark,
Scanlon told detectives. A trainman
drilling freight cars found Scanlon be
side the track with his right arm sev
ered at the elbow. He was taken to
the city hospital, where It was thought
he was the victim of an accident.
He confessed, however, thnt the fig
ure of an undrnped woman tattooed In
bright colors on his arm hnd grown
monotonous to him and he deliberate
ly placed his arm upon the track.
Scanlon Is forty years old and says
he was employed until recently at a
cafeterln in New York. He Is de
clared to be In a serious condition,
mentally as well as physically.

Charges Medium With Theft
of Spirit of "Little Eva"
"
Kansas City, Mo. A spirit
medium has appealed to W. J.
Burke, free legal aid attorney,
for assistance In regaining the

spirit

of

"Little

Eva."

Tde medium asserted tdat for
several years she had procured
advice for her patrons from the
spirit of "Little Eva." Recently
the spirit failed to appear when
called, nnd finally communicated
the Information that she had
been stolen by a medium at
Omaha, Neb., who had a stronger will, the local medium asserted. She requested legal aid
to regain
possession of the
spirit.

Hare vou ever stooped to reason why
it is that so many products that are ex
INDIGESTION
tensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten?
The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer.
This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation
that has real
6 Bell-an- s
curative value almost sells itself, as like
Hot
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
Relief
benefited to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says, "Take for
ELL-AN-S
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
preparation I have sold for many years
AND
754 PACKAGES EVERYWHERE
.25$
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent reCURES COLDS 7 LA GRIPPE
sults, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
in. 2 Hour
3 Day
sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Standard cold remedy world over. Demand
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
box bearing Mr. Hill's portrait and signature.
so many people claim, that it fulfills alAtAllDrugglBti30Centt
most every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments, corrects uritroubles
and
neutralizes
the
uric
acid
Finest Imported
nary
which causes rheumatism.
Vou may receive a sample bottle of Silver-Ste- el
Swamp-Root
by parcel post. Address Dr.
T4
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
enclose ten cents; also mention this paper.
Large and medium size bottles for sale at
all drug stores. Advertisement.
Send no money. Sent C. O. D
and guaranteed to give lasting satisfaction,
Cash Transaction.
Round edge or straight edge. Money reRub Dobbs married an heiress.
funded, without question, if not satisfied.
Dub For better or worse?
AL 5. BRUELWILEB
CO., SoleAaeota
I
less
more
or
Rub For
Life.
154 Naeaaa St.
New York CUr

FOR

water
Sure

ii
fl
KaZOlS
Price $1.95

Ml

S"My
T

III

IB

fair face was my fortune once
But ev'rybody knows
that box of TauluW came,
My fortune's in my clothes."

Bj

jr

J
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At the International Live Stock Show at Chicago,

December. 1922, exhibits from CANADA were
awarded the following prizes:
ard Red
Grand Championship and First Prize
.a won 19
Spring Wheat. In this class Canadian t
25
awarded.
of
a
of
out
total
prizes
Grand Championship and First prize for Oats, winning
24 out of 35 prizes awarded.
First, 2nd, 3rd and 4th prizes for Peas, winning 4 out
of 5 prizes awarded.
Grand Championship and First Prize for Rye; first
d
Barley.
prize for
Grand Championship and Sweepstakes for Clydesdale
Senior Stallion; 1st prize for Clydesdale 4 and 6 horse
teams; 1st prize for Clydesdale Mares 3 years and under.
Championship for Galloway Steers; twelve 1st and 2nd
prizes for Sheep. Many other prizes for Grains, Fodders and

Live-stoc-

Cheap Land in Canada

Which produces btttn grains, fodders and live stock than high priced
lands elsewhere, and induct Hum mm abundantly, may be the solution
of your farm problem. Get the facta, with free books, mips, etc, and an
order for reduced railway rates, direct from the Canidna Government
by writing

W.V. Bennett, Desk W, 300 Peter's Trust BldOmalti,Neb.
Canadian Government Agent

a
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Think
About
to
Something
By F. A. WALKER

YOUR

WORST

ENEMY

Tf

YOU will make a searching and
an impartial Investigation of the
matter, you will discover that your
worst enemy Is right at your elbow,
seeking at crucial moments of your
life to oppose your good efforts and

Now you 6an buy a fruit
cake of the kind that you
would make at home and
save home baking,
a rich, fruity, luscious cake
that doesn't crumble and dry

out.

tender, almost juicy cake
with that rare flavor of the
raisins and the spice that
makes you like fruit cake.
a

a cake

that you'll be glad

to serve to
f

a

circumvent your cherished plans.
lie Is beside you In the morning
when the gray light of duwn herulds
the coming sun, biding an opportunity
to strike you in a vital spot ; he puts
his nrtn In yours as you hurry down
to the breakfast table, seeking to win
your confidence; he passes with you
through the street doorway as you
hie away to your dally vocation, and
if something has gone amiss in the
dining room, lie snuggles up closely
and begins to whisper In your ulways
willing ear especially chosen words
of sympathy, telling you how you are
imposed upon by others, to whom you
should resentfully reply.
I5y the time you reach your desk,
your place behind the counter, your
chnlr before the typewriter, your
bench, or whatever estate you may
occupy In the tower of toll, you are
in n decidedly uncomfortable mood.
And you have only to look around
yon to heroine Irritable, quarrelsome
and obdurate at another nudge from
your pestering enemy, who seems rea- -

the most delicious you have
ever known.
These plump, tender, juicy,
raisins are ideal
for cake. Taste the cake you

get and tee.'
You'll enjoy fruit cake more
often when you can tecure such
good cake rtady-mad- t.
Mail coupon for free book of
tested recipes suggesting scores
of other luscious raisin foods.

Just ask your bake shop or
confectioner for it r the cake
that's made with

friends

prize fruit cake, In fact

Raisins

Sun-Mai- d
Sun-Mai-

d

rfptigfMBooli

Orgmnisstion

Comprising

Don't be a collector of faults belonging
to otner people. While you are looking
for their weak points, you are loHing the
chance to accomplish something worth
while yourself. Uoyil.

14,000 Grower lltnbirs

Fresno, California

Dept.

WINTER

CUT THIS OUT AND SEND IT

I

npilIO forehanded

Sun-Mai- d
Raisin Growers,
I Dept.
Fresno, California.
I
Please send me copy of your free book,
"Recipes with Raisins."

Name
I

StreetCity-

Blue Pitktgt

EVSakes

-

-

-- STATE-

Old Waists Like New

Putnam Fadeless Dyes
Moral Character Everything.
A human wisdom nnd experience
unite In recognition of morn) character as the tails factor In the development of stable civilization and In the
realization of pence umong men. II.
D. Rlttenhouse.

LtlOyCtPi-oduct-

e

Baby Carriages &Fumituro

Ask Your Local Dealer
Write Now for

32-Pag-

e

dyes or tints as you wish

The Lloyd Manufacturing Company
Htllifod-Wak'fit-

Important to Mothers
sugar.
Examine carefully every bottle of
Another simple salad Is shredded
old
that
famous
CASTOItIA,
remedj
for Infants and children, and see that II cabbage dressed with sugar, vinegar
ami then covered with whipped cream.
A little salt Improves It as it does any
of
Signature
salad. The charm of any cabbnge is
In Use for Over 80 Years.
In Its fluffy fineness.
It should be
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castorn shredded ns fine as tissue paper if
There ure so many small
possible.
Crime in Rhyme.
shredders on the market now that no
Dale Stansbury, a deputy attorney-general- one need be without one.
on hearing that one Georgt
The little
fluted squash
Pollonlus was convicted for nn acl which are Just the right size for a
felonious cried: "Oh, how Imrmonl good Individual serving are delicious
ous!"
cut open, seeds removed and the cavity filled Willi butter, salt and pepper,
Write W. V. Bennett, Desk W, 800 turning carefully to have both halves
Peter's Trust Bldg., Omaha, Neb., for well baked and not lose the season- full particulars about cheap lands nnd
great opportunities In Western Canada.
hard-shelle-

few men understand the currencj
problem, nnd the rest have to takf
their word for It.
A

(19)

Large?
the Snaua or a Qemt
The sun is the largest but you can hold
the cent so close to your eye that you'll
lose sight of the sun. Don't let a cheap
price or a big can baking powder make
you lose sight of quality.

(SAMJUXHETT
BAKING POWDER

r
Is the quality
for real economy in the kitchen,
alwaysuseCalumet,
one trial will convince you.
The sale of Calumet is over 150
greater than that of
any other baking
leav-ene-

powder.

sonably sure that before the day Is
over you will hurl out a volley of
fiery vocables, scowl at the manager,
which is becoming a habit, and return to your home at night with anger, disgusted with your Intimates
and with yourself as well.
Nothing seems right. You are sure
that nobody can be trusted. You are
suspicious of munlfest kindness nnd
unselfish Intentions.
You are positive that those who
proffer them are scheming for some
terrible purpose, trying by friendly
overtures in pleasant words and offers of assistance, to take some mean
advantage of you.
And this Is the madness that generally leads to your undoings the madness that your worst enemy, If permitted to work upon your sensibilities without restraint, Invariably pro-

T CANNOT hope to shake your hand,
Friend Reader here and there,
And yet I think we understand
Each other pretty fair:
You're Just the common kind like me.
And I am Just like you
We have our troubles two or three,
And have our work to do.

3
D
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"

V
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THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER

B01JLD HOT WORK
Gained Strength, Weight and Now
Doing Own Work, by Taking Lydia
Into
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

of Swine Sanitation Put
Practice In McLean County Attract! Attention.

System

A

,

lr3(

sc:l

SHIPPING
department
Worked

Marion, Ind. "I was all
nervous and bent over. I could hardly
draa; around, let
alone do my worxj.
ron-dow-

I read

'.aill

if

m

letters

some

in the papers telling
what Lydia E.
Pink-ham-

Compound had done

tor otnera ana l
thoucht I would tri
it Then a man told
my husband about
his wife and what
good it had done her
and wanted him to
have me try it. I took one bottle and
could see what it did for me in a week '
time, and when I had taken three bottles
I had trained both in strength and weight
and was doing my own work. I took it
before my last baby was born and it
helped me so much. I sure am glad to
recommend the Vegetable Compound to
any woman who suffers from female ailments, for I know by experience what
's
it can do. I have used Lydia E.
Sanative Wash, also the Liver
Pills, too, and think them fine." Mrs.
Wm. Elpridgb, 620 E. Grant Street,
Marion, Indiana.
A record of nearly fifty years service
Bhould convince you of the merit oi
Lydia E. Pinkham's Compound.
Pink-ham-

.
r-g-

mmmQ

Constipation
Relieved Without the
Vs

of Laxatives
Xnjol is a lubricant not a
medicine or laxative so

cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because
it acts like
natural
this
lubricant and
thus replaces
it. Try it to
day.

of

Agriculture

Out Satisfactory
Made Cheaply.

Hai

Device

Enormous Cost of the World War.
An CKtiniuttt made iu behulf of the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace shows that t lie cost of the
World war exceeded ?,Tiri,000,XK),(KJ0.
This amount Is equal to the combined
wealth of the United States, Fiuno
and Grout Hrltnln when the jjir began.
SK

thought and mny pay
for themselves many times over.
Trash between covers or on the
Baked Ham.
Take a slice of ham two Inches thick stage does nobody any good, and Is
from the center of the ham. Cover consequently too expensive to Indulge
with milk, using a quart; add a bny In.
f
Don't be afraid of spending money
leaf,
teaspoonful of dry mustard, six slices of carrot and half a on recreation If It Is Intelligent recrea
clove of garlic. Bake In a slow oven tion. The money will be returned In
the end. It Is not nn extravagance, It
until the milk Is nhsorbed.
Is merely a necessity of life, coated
pleasantly with the sugar of enjoy,
Serve half of the squash as a

Ings.

portion.

will stimulate

.

There are scores
Handy

one-hal-

(.

ment.

1923,

Western

ScnSC .

Newspaper

Union.)

Sy.

by John Blake.)
O

Nice Hint for Father.
It was the beginning of the wed"Dear," the bride Inding trip.
quired anxiously, "in the excite nent
to
of lenvlng did you say good-bpapa and maiumn?"
"No," he replied, "I said 'Au
Boston Transcript.
y

BLAKE

I11HWSMH11
YOUR AMUSEMENTS

All of them will do so If they are Indulged in wisely.
A JU'SE.MENT in useful und neces-- "
Many a man gets out of golf or tensiiry. Without It the world would nis n physical condition which could
not only be a dull place hut an Imposnot be had at any price save that of
sible place.
money and time spent In exercise.
Games, theaters, novels, everything
The man who can enjoy no exercise
that helps you enjoy your leisure, are but golf had better play golf. If he
ns
as
the
faculties
thut
necessary
just
plays regularly he will keep his blood
In circulation, digest his food and suphelp you do your work,
Kxpenslve amusements, however, ply his lungs with the oxygen that his
are only for the rich. The man who body needs for Its complicated prochas his .vay to make needs amuse- esses.
ment, but be cannot afford to conIf tennis Is the only thing he likes,
tribute to it very heavily.
he had better play tennis than let his
And unless lie can make his amuserun to seed for want of care.
ment pay for Itself he will never get body
He can get ns much out of walking
half ns much ns hi needs.
as he can out of golf or tennis. But
Fortunately It Is very easy to make
amusement return enough profit so most men will not walk and they will
So the games earn their
play games.
that It Is practically free.
Outdoor amusements, from the cost- keep In health and are not an extravaly golf to the Inexpensive walking, can gance.
If you read the light kind of novels
all be made to pay If they return In
und go to the right kind of plays they
health what they cost In money.
as much as a second

(Copyright

In

years.
Black Magic.

a hundred

O

ONCE 15
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Women of Spain.
In Spain a woman can go nowhere
unaccompanied by her servant. If she
goes out to tea in full daylight she
must wait for the servant to fetch
If she goes to the town to
hor home.
visit a dentist, she must never move
without her servant and never go near
any kind of amusement.

The story has just leaked out of a
local colored fellow who paid a dollar
during the Elk carnival to have bis
fortune told. The lady told him thut
lie loved chicken, that he had won
Incredible Tale.
some money on craps nnd that he had
Fable: Once a man left Ills car In
been in jail. The fellow gasped and
said: "Alah goodness, lady; you has a repair shop for a week, and the
told
my Inmost
thoughts." Pratt gasoline didn't evaporate from his
tank. San Francisco Chronicle.
(Knn.) Itepubllcnn.

of reasons why

Hog Crate.

according to the size of the hog to be
shipped and must be several Inches
longer and enough wider so that the
hog can He down. Care must he taken
that the hog cannot get Its legs fast
In the lower cracks and that no nails
project to injure the hog or those that
handle the crates.
TO

's

Vegetable

CRATE FOR SWINE

The United States Department of
Agriculture. Washington, D. C, has
worked out a satisfactory type of shipping crate similar to that shown in
the accompanying diagram, which can
be made by anyone at a small ex
pense The size will have to be varied

Uncommon

Earth's Energy.
An eminent physicist litis estlmnted
tins f the power developed by a million
Niagams In a million years would not
equal '.he energy expended by the
ei.rtft in it single second as It circles
around the sun. And yet so perfect
Is the mechanism
that, flying around
Its axis at nn equatorial speed of more
liuiu a thousand miles an hour, and
around Its orbit at more than 1,100
miles n minute, all the mundane
of which astronomers know
could not change the longlh of Its day

NEWS

(Prspand by th Unlud Slatti Department
of Agriculture.)
The system of swine sanitation
worked out in the laboratories of the
United Stales Department of Agricul
We look on life's
ways, ture and first
put into fnrm practice In
Although we are not old,
McLean county, Illinois, is attract
Aud think the truth of early days
ing the attention of many farmers
Good truth to which to hold :
elsewhere.
The Intestinal roundworm.
There's nothing right on earth but which this system seeks to
eliminate,
right,
Is now recognized as one of the most
Is
And wrong
always wrong,
Important causes of loss to the hog
And black is black and white is white, raiser.
Practically all reports from oThe tame as all along.
calitles where It has been used have
been favorable.
We haven't read the latest proof
During the last 12 months the sys
There Isn't any God
tem was tried out In the experimental
We, narrow-mindekeep aloof
work in McLean county on nearly 10,
And stay on old sod.
000 pigs of both fall and spring litters.
We're ignorant of cults nnd creeds,
In August practically all the pigs were
And creeds that knock them flat ;
In remarkably thrifty condition,
and
duces.
We Judge of people by their deeds,
the farmers are enthuslustle over the
If you will sit yourself down comAnd let It go at that.
returns obtulned from the little extra
posedly, at the end of a trying day,
and reflect seriously, you may with We think that laughter beats a tear, care and labor exptsuled.
That honesty's the test;
The Mercer County (III.) Farm bu
but little dlfilculty guess who this enereau has announced that it will put a
my Is. If guessing should be too Irk- We live the day, and thus the year,
And try to do our best.
man to work lining up the members
some, In the mood you are, raise your
for a worm clean-u- p
eyes to the mirror across the room We've had some grief, a hurt or so,
campaign slral
But had a lot of fun
lar to that put on In McLean county
and you will see In the polished glass
The Institute of American Meat Pack
your own perturbed self your worst I guess, if we could really know,
We're Just the common run.
ers has given speciul attention to the
enemy I
(
round-worby McClure Newcpaper Syndicate.)
H23. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
work in the report of Its
committee on animal diseases. The
president of the American Veterinary
Medical association says thut this sys
tem of eradication is one of the most
important recent developments In the
hog Industry.
Briefly, the system consists In thor
ough cleaning of the farrowing pens,
"
r
emw
V
Piw
I
i'
fxH
jor
scrubbing I he sows before they are
HiS WM
KMCW
SC0l,W'
Tl JC.
I put into the dean pens, keeping the
'
To
VD0.
V0OR6
tw!lTiIll V
a. TOLD
sows and litters strictly In til clean
h fed t mi wxr, ftwr kig.V'H iijilj i' Ik
t.j.
pens until they are hauled out to
worm-fre- e
pastures, where they are
ft
P-Siifrom contaminated hog lots
kept
away
jjj
r-i
PL
until the pigs weigh 100 pounds, after
which they are past the greatest (lun
The work
ger from worm Infection.
Ing plan may be obtained without cost
by any hog raiser who will write to
the Department of Agriculture, Wash
lngton, D. C.

Finely-shreddecabbage nllowed to
Be Glad for the Fields.
In very cold water until It cutis
stand
Bo thankful to the fields, though
and Is very crisp makes most delicious
It was cold slaw
summer's sweets lie dead.
To serve vvtth
and salads.
their fleece that clothed you; their
oysters there Is no better way than
green blades brought you bread.
the simple dressing of good vinegar,
Frank L. Stanton.
salt and a dasli of cayenne and white
pepper with a slight sprinkling of

WMcHfi lis

The Economy

housewife who has
laid In her needed supply for the
winter when she bus a good fruit or
vegetable cellar will always have u
variety for her table. Carrots covered
with sand and lightly moistened, kept
cool and dark, will he fresh and crisp
down to the last layer.
Hubbard
squash, onbbage, turnips, onions, celery, endive may all he kept If careThe cabbage If
fully cured for.
wruppped In newspaper and laid on
the stone or cement floor near the
cold air shaft or in a vegetable cellar
kept at 40 or iiO degrees will be found
firm mid crisp to the last.

,
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DISHES

WOMAN SO ILL

LIVE STOCK
MAKE FIGHT ON ROUNDWORMS

A I

Raisin Growers

d

THE COMMON
RUN
By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

V

To Fruit Cake
Lovers

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

ERADICATE

CATTLE

be
A
few of them are burns, aorea, Winters,
cuts. It cornea In bottlea at all dmg-gis-

"Vueilns" Petroleum Jelly should
accounted a household mainstay.
and general storea.

CHESEBROUGH

MANUFACTURING
(CmiiolldataiO
N

Sate Street

CO.

Vr

Vaseline

LICE

RegUS.Pat.Off

PETROLEUM JELLY
Most Satisfactory Treatment Is Application of Raw Linseed Oil,
Saye Doctor Riley.

Application of raw linseed oil is the
most satisfactory treatment for cattle
Infested with lice and other parasites,
says Dr. XV. A. Itlley, chief of the division of entomology
at University
farm at St. Paul, Minn. One pint of
oil applied thoroughly with a brush or
rug will do for four or five cows. The application should be especially thorough on upper parts of the neck along
the back from the poll to the base of
tho tall, the shoulder tops, and about
the folds of the udder and escutcheon,
for It Is In these places that the lice
are the most abundant.
Doctor Itlley says it Is desirable In
bad Infestations to clip the hair for
a width of three or four Inches ulong
the bnck from the hend to the base
of the tall.
The treatment with oil
should be repeated In about two weeks
after the first application In order to
kill the lice, which have hatched from
the eggs. Thereafter It should be applied once a month during the wlnler.
It is important to use raw linseed oil,
and not the boiled linseed, for the lat
ter may cause skin Irritation.
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Your Hair

need not b this
or streaked with
arms
AN
HAIR COLO II
will

RB8TORKR

njehly revive It and bring back mli lu original
lumrianoe. At all good dntinrlittj(7&e, or
MEMPHIS,; TEnN.
from HE55IG - ELLIS,

u!ornJ
dlrevfc

Skin Troubles
Soothed

With Cuticura
Setp 25c, Oiotment 25

uil

50c, Tilcma 25c

Experts.
Pown In Pennsylvania a man decid
own
ed to pull his
teeth.
They bury him dead from blood- poisoning.
Kvcr ruin nn article or botch a job
by trying to do It yourself Instead of
summoning an expert? If you haven't
mi tiro un exceptionally wise or
extracrdinarlly lucky person. This Is
an iik' of Kpecliillsts.
An old locksmith, asked to Itemize n
"To opening
II, did it lu this way:
afe, ?r. To knowing bow to open

J! C."
,
Success hns n hard time dodging
Feed for Fall Pig.
who becomes an expert In uny
Tare should be taken that pigs of the limn
line. Buffalo Times..
fall litters are well supplied with
Skim milk or tnnknge, especially after
The man who hoasm his Ignorance
weaning.
ns reached the limit.
Blanket Heated Horses.
Don't fall to use a blanket when the
look to Your byes r.
horses become heated. It nmy save Beautiful eyes, nice line
Teeth, ere the remit ot(onitint
a veterinary bill.
Cere. The dallf use of Miirina
11.

Punctuality In Feeding.
I'unitimliiy in feeding and watering
stock keeps them from worrjlng off
(leli hy walling for feed.

mikes Evee Cleer and Rjdient.
Enlovable. Harmlese. Sold end
Recommended bf AU DruggUte.

H
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FOREIGN

THE WORLD IN

PARAGRAPHS
A

BRIEF
EVENTS

RECORD

OF

PASSING

IN THIS AND FOR-

EIGN COUNTRIES.

IN

DISPATCHES

LATE

HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

OOING3 AND

WESTERN
A riot was averted at the funeral of
Wallace Heid, film star dope victim,
when mounted police blocked 10,000
persons who tried to force tlielr way
Into the First C'ongergational church.
Nationul Guard troops stutloned In
the Carbon county, t'tah, coal region
coal strike last
during the nation-widyear cost the state $71,372, according
to a report nmde public In Salt Lake
City by Gov. Charles It. Mabey.
A permanent injunction restraining
strikfng railway shopmen from interference with the company's employes
or property wus granted the
Kullroad and Navigation
Company by the United States District
Court in Spokane.
Harry L. Wilson, prominent attorney
of Killing and Great I'uils and Itepub-licacandidate for governor of
In 11)12, was found dead in his
lierth on ids return from Missoula,
where he attended the annual banquet
of the western Montana fish aud
e

n

Moil-tun-

a

game commission.

Ten I. V,. V. recently convicted In
Sacramento on charges of violating the
act were sencriminal syndicalism
tenced by tuperlor Judge Malcolm C.
Glenn to serve one to fourteen years In
San (Juentln.
After creating n scene
the convicted men marched to the
county jail singing an I. W. W. song.
Nevada's lethal gas penalty In murder cases Is likely never to go Into effect. Assemblyman Anthony Jurlch of
White l'lne said recently. As minority
leader ttt t'arson City he Is preparing
a hill to abolish the gas penalty and he
said it Is prohr.ble the Legislature will
do awuy with capital punishment in all

Domtclo da Gama, Brazil, president
of the Council of the League of Nations, has convoked the twenty-thir- d
meeting of the body for Jan. 29, at

Paris.
National troops In Dublin discovered
a tunnel seventy feet long, lending
from a private house Into Motintjoy
prison, where a number ot irregular
prisoners are being held by the Free
State.
The staff of the First Southern Division of the Irregular military forces
together with all Its records for the
last six months, liuve been captured
by a column of national troops operating from Mncroom, County Cork.
The Chinese linve become accustomed to many Western ways, but
glass windows In trains still are per
plexing to them. In the remote dis
tricts t lie natives continue to make
their windows of rice paper, following
a custom that is centuries old.
How a Dublin mall train carrying
200 passengers leaped n chasm cmised
by the destruction of a culvert recently
lies just been revealed, says a dispatch.
A force of Irregulurs dynamited a culvert between I.Isduff and Temploiuore.
The rails, while badly twisted by the
explosion, were left suspended across
the gully, and over these the train,
miles an hour,
speeding at forty-fivpassed in safety.
The "wets" are breathing a tiifl)
easier now that it is Impossible for a
"bone dry" ll to be considered by the
present regular session of Congress la
Mexico City, which adjourned slue die
recently. Although there was small
fear that such a measure would pass
the lower house it wus expected In
many quarters that the "dry" clement,
receiving inspiration from certain high
government officials, would attempt to
have such a bill at least brought up
But oilier legislation
for discussion.
intervened, and a new liquor law was
forgotten.
GENERAL
Nine nun will be tried on charges
of murder in connection with the llir-rlmine killings at the next trial in
11

n

Circuit Court, beginning Feb. 12, it
was unnounccd by Assistant Attorney
General C. L'. Middlekauff in a notice
seat to the attorney: of the defense.
These nine men will be tried on a
charge of having killed Antonio
of Krie, Pa., one of the em
ployes of the Lester strip mine who
were killed during the rioting June 22
hist.
"In some ways I am sorry to leave
this place," Alexander Howatl, decases.
of the Kansas union
A primary
measure which would posed president
coal miners, told John Turkington,
abolish state party conventions except
as he prepared to leave tne
for the purpose of drawing tip plat- sheriff,
Crawford county jail a few days ago.
forms was introduced in the House of
Willi five other deposed officials who
Kepresentullves of the Seventeenth had been, like llowatt, serving a sen
Idaho
by
Legislature
Itepublica.l tence of one year for contempt of
ot
inembvs,
including Campbell
court in calling a strike, llowatt was
Hull
of
Hear Lake
Duundury county,
paroled by Judge D. II. Wooliey at
of
measure
Jefferson. The
and Cull
Pittsburg. They have been iu Jail 200
would provide a primary or nominaldays.
Jug election, to bo held the fodrlh
Chiuies P. Howard, vice president of
Tuesduy In May and biennially tliere-tiftethe International Typographical Union,
The state platform conventhe committee on
tion would be under the auspices of appeared before
the state central committee of each printing of the national House ot itop
In Washington to urge
party und not later than sixteen days resentallves
be taken on a measure to
action
thai
the
following
primary balloting.
Increase wages of printers In the govWASHINGTON
ern nt printing office, It was an
The annual naval npropriafton bill, nounced at headquarters of the union
which Includes n request by Congress at Indianapolis. It wus stated ut headthat President Harding negotiate witli quarters that a bill Is pending in the
the other powers for further limllutloti House to Inereuse the pay of governof naval imminent, was signed by the ment printers to $1.0-- an hour.
of bituminVresldent.
Tiie joint
ous operators and union miners a few
An amendment to the Victory Liberty Loan uct to make the sinking fund days ago resumed their discussions of
applicable to the refunding issues of lll2:i wage scales to become effective
treasury bonds und notes w as reported April 1. Kefore entering the conferrecently by the House ways and means ence, Phil II. Penna, Indiana operator,
Issued a statement In which be re
committee.
newed assurances of his fellow opera
Kourke
Cockran,
Ilepresentatlve
be no strike in
democrat, New York, declared In tin tors that there would
this
of
House that regardless
any effort the the bituminous Industry t ho year.
1'nitcd
L. Lewis, president of
government might make, the eight- John
eenth amendment could not be en- Mine Workers of America, and oilier
forced In certuln sections of the coun- labor members of the subcommittee
of seventeen, were equally optimistic.
try.
Mexican bull fighters, Including probA proposition for legislation authorizing Immediate return to their owners ably the only woman matador In the
of all trusts held by the alien prop- world, passed through 101 Paso recenterty cuHtodiun was rejected by the ly from Mexico City en route to WichHouse Commerce Committee.
ita, where they staged a fight during
"Perfectly absurd," said Secretary of the convention of the Kansas Live
State Hughes when Informed that a Stock Association, according to lien
story wus being circulated to the ef- Sananes, In charge f the troupe, l'.ullu
fect that he was considering resigning for the fight were shipped to Wichita
from tlw (ahinet. Mr. Hughes said the some time ago, he said.
Htory wus utterly without foundation.
Declaring that the debt question
A flurry of excitement was caused was too
delicate to discuss at this
at the White House when a chimney time, members of tiie British debt
caught fire. Flames shot into the air, Funding Commission sailed for home
jut before doorkeepers nnd attendants, on the Olympic from New York.
who rushed to the roof, could reach
Stanley Kaldwiu, chancellor of the
the blaze it had subsided.
Krltish
exchequer, and Montagu C.
Ilepresentatlve Thomas, Democrat,
Norman,
governor of the Kank of
a
Kentucky, Democratic ineinl r of the
both
paid glowing tributes t t
House Judiciary committee, declared in England,
a minority report that the committee the fair treatment they had received
fulled to Investigate Impartially the from the American press. "I am
Kald-wiKeller Impeachment charges, against particularly grateful," said Mr.
and
kindness
Its
"for
General
personal
Daugherty.
Attorney
handled Ibis matThe town of Hlbhlng, Minn, with a the fair way It lias
ter. The temper of the American
population of 13,000, will he moved to
model of what a
a
enable the Oliver Iron Mining Com- press has been
press should be. I hope
pany to mine the Iron ore which under- respectable
on my return home tlmt
lies It, as a. result of the action of the I will find
Krltish press conduct has been
the
at
In
Court
up-pethe
dismissing
Supreme
similar."
of Henry I'. Reed and others.
Mrs. Charles Despurd, secretary of
The Italian government, it wus statun Irish woman's association for the
In
Informed
well
In
circles
ed recently
defense of prisoners, has sent a cablereference to certain published reports,
to Mrs. Gertrude Corless, presigram
Is not negotiating with the French gov- dent of the American Women Pickets
ernment with the view of sending for the Enforcement of America's War
troops to the Ithinelund In place of the Aims, asking her to request President
American troops recently withdrawn. Harding's Intervention In favor of
In the mime circles denlul was also Irish Itepuhllcnn prisoners.
made of published reports that Italy
One of the lurgest recovery works In
was contemplating sending a high com- the world Is In ruins as a result of a
missioner to C'oblen..
fire at Alvarado, Calif. The plant,
owned by the California Salt Company,
Dixon D. Pennington has been nominated to be postmaster at Victor, was valued at $300,000. Intermittent
exnloslons endangered fire fighters

Cola.

The Badge of
Servitude

Southwest News
From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona
man and woman In
Every
Arizona would be exempt from paying
taxes on $1,000 worth of property if a
plan submitted by Itepresenlativc
of Maricopa is made u part of the
constitution.

Lud-wl- g

If

a bill to be Introduced by Sonutor
Democratic floor leader, In
the New Mexico Senate, Is enacted and
signed by Governor Hinkle, it will be
a felony to sell or dispose of booze to
any youth under 21 years of age.
A. L. Zinn,

Caught in a line shaft and whirled
through the air at the rate of more
than a mile a minute, then thrown violently against u concrele floor with every stitch of clothing torn from his
body was the experience of Fred Elder, helper in the Apache powder plant,
near Tombstone, Ariz.
Growers in the Mesilla valley estimate that from 10,000 to 12,f00 acres
of land, from Garfield south to Anthony, will be planted to cotton this
year, as against: 2,000 acres in !!)22.
This largely increased acreage devoted to cotton will mean the building of
several gins in Dona Ana county.
No appropriation for permanent improvements at the penitentiary la
asked by the penitentiary board in its
report for (lie last year to Governor
Hinkle, because, In the board's opinion,
the institution eventually will have to
he moved away from Santa Ft5 to u
place where it can have a large farm.
A man who, according to Chief of
Police P. .1. Murphy of Last Lus Vegas, answers the description of John
Loone.v, wauled in Kock Island, III., on
a charge of murder, but who claims
his name is Frank Townsend, was arrested in Last Las Vegas and placed
in jail.
Keprcsonlative Nestor Montoyu, Republican congressman at large from
New Mexico, died in Washington following a stroke of apoplexy which
nine on while the congressman was
shaving. Montoyu was a well known
figure in Southwestern politics, and
tvns the editor of a Spanish newspaper
published at Albuquerque.
The value of the gold, silver, copper,
.cud and zinc produced by mines in
Arizona in !22, according to the estimate o V. C. lleikes, of the United
States geological survey, Department
jf the Interior, was $0r,2l'J,0OO; the
in

1021.

was

con-est- s

Ari-ton-

t

;

Jer-jin-

.mil Milling Company, a
mi! already being
in

gold

place on the

iroport.v, located seven miles south ol
lerome iu the Klack Canon, aud only
ihe lack of sufficient water to keep
.he mill in operation delaying It.

The state champions in the various
ines of the Hoys' and Girls' Club work
n Arizona for the year 1022, were
announced by the Agricultural
Extension Service of the University of
rizona. The names of the winners of
these championship lienors, their ad

Iresses and dub projects are given be: Cat herine
Kyiing, Pima, canning ;
llzulieih Knot, Pima, cooking; Uru
eterson. St. John's, first year sewing;
l.ydla Piatt, St. John's, second year
lowing; Lanore Peterson, St. John's
third year sewing ; Harry V. Payne,
O
Linvil
Duncan, first year pig;
)'llnru, Chandler, second year pig;
Herbert Gales, Tempe, poultry. The
dale champions received free trips to
I'ucson, where they were the guesls of
he University during Farm und Home
A'eek, Jan.
A vast natural cave, said to have
leen explored between eighteen and
miles
rwenly miles, located several
from Fort Slanton, N. M., In the foot- ulls of the beautiful White mountains,
s believed to lie the largest natural
iiivern in lie Bouinwesi inus mr to
,ow

uted.

According to the reports of the
in charge, nearly a half million
reel of timber was cut on the Gllu national forest dining Hie past year. The
dial amount cut for the year equals !,
"72,OiiO board feet and Is valued at
er f",2W uu the stump.
orfl-ial-

s

HELP TO FARMER
Plan Makes It Possible for Agr-

iculturist to Attend Ten

onstrations
STOP ACCORDING

in

Dem-

or old !"
"But, Clay," she faltered, when she
sensed that It wns he; "why why did
you follow me when "
"I didn't follow you," he Interrupted.
"I was so miserable I sent diet a special the night we qunrreled telling him
I was coming here, without the least
Idea you would be here too. I I've
still got the the ring In my pocket,
dear. Won't you let me put it on

Day.

again?"
Her right arm stole gently around
his neck while she extended the left
for the ring, nnd she said softly, "I
think I could even wear n badge of
servitude for you, Clay. I've done a
lot of thinking since that night, and
somehow I'm afraid I'd he an utter
failure In any capacity without your
protection."
At that moment the Clevelands
swung breezily In through the open
door, and Hester said laughingly:
"How about It? Did we stay away
long enough

iStP
Every Sense Instantly Alert.

TO SCHEDULE

(Prepared by the United Statea Department
of Agriculture.)
j
The automobile tour is the application of quick transportation to the
field meeting Idea, making It possible
for farmers to attend what really
amounts to ten meetings In a single
The usuul automobile trip of
day.
this sort consists of 10 or 15 machines carrying 40 or 50 Interested observers, and stopping according to a

previously arranged schedule at different farm demonstrations along the
route, such as a particular kind of
crop, the results of certain fertilization or cultivation methods, or the effect of orchard management in accordance with
extension teaching
under the United States Department
of Agriculture and the state agricultural college.

Many Trips in One Day.
One Wisconsin trip recently carried
tlu) observing party to see 14 demonstrations In the county in a day. Several farmers had 10 acres of alfalfa
A fruit
and 15 acres of soy beans.
tour In Michigan covered parts of
three counties. A very fine New England trip was conducted by the Connecticut Poultry association, a fleet
of 50 automobiles taking part In the
tour.
Rhode Island, Massachusetts
and Connecticut were visited to examine demonstrations In poultry furm-ing- .

This tour was expertly handled
In the first car
wear white cups, ont of whom would
wait at all forks to guide the other
cars, and then take his place in the
last car, which started out empty for
this purpose.
These men also constituted a crew for minor repairs on
the road.
Effective Demonstration.
Farmers from 12 counties came by
the-me-

The Scientific American, in illustrating and describing a mud shoe for an
automobile, Invented by Q. O. Balrd
of Shreveport, La., says:
The Invention has for Its object to
provide a construction which may be
The dereadily applied or removed.
vice acts to cause the driving wheel

Mud Shoe on Automobile.
of un automobile to grip the ground
and to form a vertical lift which InA further
creases during rotation.
object Is to provide a mud shoe wherein independent metallic boxes or
frames are connected together by articulate means, so that they may conform to the shape of the tire.

The

5

'
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Car Brakes.

J

The running brakes of a car, t
otherwise known us the service '
brakes, are the brakes operated 1

t by
J

the foot pedal.- The hand bruke lever

J
con- -

t trols the emergency brake. Both
J are usually located at the rear J
4
wheels and also usually oper- - ,
J nte on the same bruke drums, J
one set being the inner expand- - t
lng and the other outer con- J

'

trading.

GOOD POINTS ON SAVING GASOLINE
I

)

f

GTAPS
4HlfTtl

......

f'

to give you two foolish

lovers time to patch things up?"
"Oil, yes," answered Peggy gayly.
"Vou see, I'm wearing my badge of
servitude along with the rest of you
misguided

women !"

PROFESSOR

KNEW

THE BIBLE

Hiding of Sacred Book Proved to Be
' Something of a Joke on

Soldo of Feet

village church In Watervllle, Me., nnd
at the same time taught In Watervllle
college, now Colby college. The president of the college was accustomed to
conduct worship in the chapel every
morning; hut on one occasion he
asked Doctor Smith to lead the service.
The students, not knowing of
Doctor Smith's remarkable memory,
thought It would be a little fun at bis
expense, and at the same time escape the usual Bible reudlng by spiriting away the Bible from the pulpit.
They made off with It successfully,
but, Instead of hunting for the missing book, Doctor Smith repented from
memory an entire chapter.
The next day the Bible wns still
missing, und the young professor repeated another chapter from memory.
On the third morning he repeated a
longer chapter, apparently without noticing that the hook was not there.
On the fourth morning, since the Bible
was still In hiding, the professor
thought he would be even with the
boys nnd repented entirely from memory 71 verses front one of the longest
chnptcrs in the Gospel of Luke. He
spoke with great deliberation and took
much more time thnn was usually allowed to Bible reading.
The students found that Doctor
Smith wasi too much for them. Not
d
a word was said, but the Bible
on the desk.
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by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
Is
a suggestion to motorists
Here
for the saving of gasoline which may
be small in amount for a single day's
drive, but which will be worth while
In a year's driving. The common practice of waiting to shift gears on hills
until the car has almost come to a
stop Is one of the causes of waste of
small amounts of gasoline. According
to the bureau of public roads this fact
is shown by tests conducted by Prof.
T. It. Agg of Iowa State college In cooperation with the bureau under the
IPrepared

auspices of the National Research

council.

Means Saving of Gaa.
The tests were made primarily to
discover the effect of various kinds
of highway surfacing materlul and different grades on gasoline consumption. The conclusion with reference
Transvaal Gold Discovery.
to faulty driving is merely Incidental
Strange to sny, there are scarcely to the tests, but It Is one which will
half a dozen spectacular and outstandmean a small saving to every man
ing Instances wherein the discovery of who drives a car If the advice of the
gold led to a pronounced gold fever or bureau Is heeded.
"rush," remarks a writer In the KanThe chicles used In the tests were
sas City Times. The history of modwith an Ingenious device
equipped
on
memorable
a
ern gold fevers began
a continuous record of
makes
which
autumn day in 1847, when Captain
Ihe gasoline consumed as the vehicle
Sutter, prospecting on the banks of moves
over the road aud another
the Sacramento river, struck It rich.
a simultaneous record
Gold was known to exist in California which makes
of the speed at every Instant. Suitknowlsomehow
but
that
before,
long
able sections of road were selected for
edge failed to stir the Imagination and the tests and the exact grades of these
Inoculate the veins of the venturesome
were determined. The specialwith the mad fever. Marshall's dis- sections
vehicles, both trucks and
ly
equipped
184S
added
to
In
the
fever,
covery
were driven over
cars,
oleasure
1810.
In
zenith
which reached Its
.ean-peare-

1200
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College Students.

least and her lei tors hnd been one
A correspondent
of the Boston
burst of enthusiasm after another over Transcript tells an amusing Incident
the freedom of their lives there.
In the life of Dr. Samuel F. Smith,
At one
Hnving sent
telegram that partly the author of "America."
explained her sudden and unexpected time Doctor Smith was pastor of the

descent upon them, Peggy packed and
made ready to leave the following
afternoon. During all the lonesome
.lournpy she was a prey to her gloomy
thoughts. The years seemed to stretch
out before her, empty and desolate
without Clay, but better that thnn life
with a man who thought woman's only
sphere of usefulness wus In the home.
To be sure, that wasn't exactly what
he had said, "but he might as well sny
It ns to think It," she argued with herself. No other thought had entered
her mind during their engagement but
tlmt she would he the contented keeper of her beloved's home and the proud
mother of his children, but nil tills
wns changed when lie objected so seriously to her speaking nt a woman's
political meeting.
The thought kept recurring that he
had based his objection on the rumors
of Rome belligerent plans to break up
the meeting, from which he wished to
protect her, but she was very prone to
believe that merely un excuse to cover
his real reason.
In the hent of her anger plans began to formulate. She would take up
puMlc speaking in the Interest of
woman's work outside the home and
aliow this male unbeliever that women
could be successful In other pursuits
besides those of linking bread nnd
minding babies.
When she reached St. Jo she
boarded the trolley which
would deposit her at station 25 Just
opposite the Cleveland place, but when
she alighted at station 25 the Cleveland house seemed strangely, Inhospitably quiet. Could It be that Hester had not received her message?
She hurried up the walk to the door,
expecting every moment to be enfolded In Hester's warm welcome. Instead,
she discovered an envelope bearing
her name hanging from an old ninil
box by one corner, and when she
opened It a key rattled to the porch
floor.
"Peg, dear," she raid, "Bobble developed strange symptoms this afternoon, so I hurried Jilm right to the
hospital. Find key In envelope Ice

SHOE AIDS AUTOMOBILE

Invention of Louisiana Man Acts ta
Cause Driving Wheel to Grip
the Ground.

Crop,

by having

automobile to vlstt one demonstration1
In loll building in Anderson county,
South Carolina.
The reputation of
this farm baa been (rowing for over
ten years, and the tour was arranged
to let others see what had been acIn this case, as in others
complished.
where tho farmer told his own story,
the demonstration was very effective.
MUD

Tan to Fifteen Machines Carry Interested Observers to Different Farms
to Scrutinize Soma Par-tlcul-

well-fllle- d

plants.

For the purpose of creating a better,
spirit in athletics and promoting
in music and literary work, the
As
Southern Arizona
iociation was organized in liisbee by
rdueators Trom various southern
high schools. Plans for the pres-ruyear were discussed und the fol
owing permanent officers elected:
ilenn I. Perkins of Tucson, president
ieorge II. Itolilnsou of Douglas, vice
.resident, and II. D. Kuffington of liis
joe, secretary aud treasurer.
Within the next few weeks the
district will see another mill Id
uperation, according to William F.
I'.urns, president of the Verde Mines

AUTO TOURS BIG

v

marked increase was made In the
of all metals as a result of the
resumption of activities early in the
roar ut the large mines one smelting
When the appropriation bill, dubbed
.he "Feed Kill,'' providing for the expenses of the Sixth Arizona State Leg-slatire, came before the Senate, an
junendment was attached for the adtli-ioof $:,00U to the total sum named
u the bill us passed by the House,
lids additional sum, it was slated, was
nserted to cover items of expense
uincipally mileage, which was over
ooked and unprovided for in the digital bill.

box stocked for full two days.
Hy
that time either Chef or I or all of us
will be back. Be not afruld no one

ever disturbs Peachblow Farms Hester."
What a fiasco I Evidently Hester
hud forgotten her harrowing experi
ence with burglars a few years ago,
which had left her a nervous prey to
By BERTHA McDONALD
fear of being alone at night. Her flrsj
impulse was to take the next trolley
back to some hotel In St. Jo, but on
(&, 1933, by McCIure Newspaper Syndicate.)
second thought she decided that was
"If that's the way you feel about it a most Inauspicious way to begin a
there's no use my wearing your ring career which was to show her disa moment longer I" stormed Peggy carded fiance what the new woman
Daniels, dragging a solitaire from her could do.
She let herself In, determined to
engagement linger and thrusting It
Into the hand of her astonished fiance. brave it out. After making a quick
"I should see it as a badge of servitude survey of the Clevelands' comfortable
home she removed the marks of recent
every time I looked at it I"
With that she dashed Into the house,
travel and proceeded to avail herself
of the
Ice box.
locking the door after her, and ClayHer hunger appeased, she turned on
ton Elford was left standing alone on
the porch, feeling very much as though the lights in the living room and tried
the earth were caving In about lilm. to rend, but the pages of her magazine
They had quarreled over such a little seemed filled with visions of Clay, nnd
thing lie could scarcely believe Peggy every little noise made her start with
would be so silly us to end everything terror. Despite the fact Hint It was
a warm evening she closed all the
between thein for that, yet the tangible evidence lay sparkling In his out- windows and turned the catch in the
stretched palm, and he had Just heard door, then tried to read again.
the key to a house where he had
Finally she sat up, every sense inheretofore been more than welcome, stantly alert. A vague foreboding
had aroused her from the light sleep
turned against him.
As for Peggy, she went directly to Into which she had fallen, and her
her room to be alone until she could heart beat violently. She sat with her
face the situation calmly. After an back to the door, but she could dishour sh deckled that for one thing tinctly bear a low, even knock upon
she must get away from Norwood at It, and suddenly she remembered she
had not pulled down one of the shades
once, at least for a time.
In front.
Hester Sunburn, at whoso wedding
She extinguished the lights
with Chester Cleveland she and Clay and begun creeping stealthily toward
had been attendants three yours be- it. As she moved, a man's bond outfore, had been clamoring for a visit lined Itself against the glass. Then
from Peggy for some time, and In her a ray of moonlight disclosed the dooremergency the bewildered girl looked knob turning nnd the door opening
to the fruit farm the Clevelands called slowly. Realizing that she must hnve
turned the catch to open Instead of
home 11s a haven of refuge.
She had felt sorry for Hester when lock the door, she gave n piercing1
she found she wns going to bury her- shriek nnd crumpled Into a heap on
self among the Michigan peaches, but the floor.
In an Instnnt the room was flooded
Hester hadn't seemed to mind In the
with light nnd the burglar was gathering Peggy Into his arms. "Peggy!"
she heard him sny, ns in a daze. "I'll
never let you go again new woman

A
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Feet.

the various sections, taking the records of the gasoline consumption and
speed with the two Instruments
Several trips were made
descr(bed.
over each section, and the rate of
fuel consumption ajid speed for each
trip were plotted on a graph with the
profile or grade of the road. It Is
these diagrams that shiw the effect
of delayed shifting of the gears on
hills.
Exact Instructions for the most
economic driving will vary with the
make of the car or truck, but the
following pointers will be of value to
all motorists.
In ascending a bill don't wait until
the last second to shift to a lower
gear. If you do you will not only lose
speed and overtax your engine, but
you will also consume more gasoline.
Chart Shows Results.
The accompanying chart shows the
result of two trips of a
truck.
On one trip the gears were shifted at
10
a speed of
miles an hooir and on
the other at a speed of five miles an
hour. The rate of gasoline consumption is Indicated, by the size of the
cans which represent the amount of
fuel used In each section of 800 feet,
and the speedometers show the variation In speed. Together they show
very clearly the economy of the early
shift.
With more knowledge concerning
economic driving a considerable reductlon can be made In the 4,000,000,-00- 0
gallon! of gasoline consumed each
year.
one-to-
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THE RESERVE

DAIRY PROBLEMS

PROFITABLE PORKERS
NEVER STOP GROWING

ON RENTED FARM
Essential
Government Bulletin Takes Up
Details Entered Into by
Owners and Tenants.
MANY

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

(Prepared by the United Statei Department
of Agriculture.)
Kenters and landlords in localities
"
where toe dairy business U now coming into prominence, as well as many
of those in the older dairy regions, will
find many useful suggestions in a new
Farmers' Bulletin, No. 1272, Renting
Dairy Farms, by Howard A. Turner,
just Issued by the United States De-

for

RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

S. POSITION
IS OUTLINED

Growing

Pigs Economically.
One Thing Often Neglected I i
ity of Keeping Young Animal
Thriving From th Moment of
Birth to Maturity.
the United State! D'.prth,Dt
ox Agriculture.)
In an exhibit entitled "Pork Produc
tion," shown by the United States Department of Agriculture at the Interna
tional Live Stock exposition, Chicago,
the department gave the essential
points for raising swine economically.
Good breeding stock, proper mating,
and careful feeding of the brood sow
are all Important, but a point in hog
raising that should receive more attenHon, because it is often neglected, Is
the necessity of keeping the younfc pigs
growing continuously from th moment
of birth to maturity.
Even before the pigs are weaned
they should have access to corn In self- feeders as a .supplement to the sow's
(Prepared

Much Depend
Upon Interest Land'
lord Take In Development of Herd
and Diapotal That I Made
of Varlou Product.

Points

!J.

ADVOCATE,

by

NEAR EAST AFFAIRS TAKE MEN.
ACING TURN AT LAUSANNE
CONFERENCE.

INSIST ON OPEN DOOR
ENGLAND
AGREE

AND

TURKEY

REGARDING

DIS.

DIS-

TRICT OF MOSUL.

Lausanne. Unsettled as is the gen
eral European situation at the present moment, It suddenly look a more
menacing turn here owing to critical
developments in the Near Eastern conference. Turkey refused to accept the
British proposal to refer the Mosul
dispute to the League o Nations for
partment of Agriculture. It takes up
in detail the arrangements that are
settlement, and (.ileal Britain declined
to accede to Turkish counter suggescommonly entered into by dairy farm
owners and tenants In some of the
tions that the question be settled by
older dairy sections of New York, New
a plebiscite in the contested district.
Jersey, Michigan, Illinois, and WisLord Curzon then declared that as
consin.
foreign secretary of the British em.
Since the contract is a simple one
plre he would take the responsiblllt
when the farm is rented for cash, this
01 addressing a letter to the council
method requires little attention, and
most of the discussion is given over to
of the League of Nations selling fortl
the renting of dairy farms on which
uiui u suuuuou nau arisen which was
the landlord (,'ets a half share of the reliable to disturb international neace,
ceipts. Most farms of this class are
and asking that the matter be deal
rented on some sort of share basis,
wim iniuer tnu covenant, which pro
but there Is a great deal of variation,
vides
that the league can act when
depending upon the financial situation
there Is war or any threat of war In
of the renter, the condition of the land,
the world and take stops to restore or
the Interest the landlord takes In
to insure the maintenance of peace.
the development of the herd, the disAn important American feature o
posal that is made of the milk and
other dairy products.
V
Tho Profitable Pig Is One That Never the meeting was a statement reud by
Many Problems Brought Out.
Ambassador Child, outlining the posi
Stop Growing.
The renting of farms on which
tion of the United States. Mr. Child
dairying Is an Important enterprise, milk. As soon as they are weaned the
said that Lord Curzon had clearly In
the
out
says
author, brings
problems
pigs should be kept on full feed, either
that are hardly known where only such by
er by hand. Proper feeds uicateu unit tne uritish government
as
corn, tobacco, cotton, and and exercise furnished to vigorous pigs would hold uloof as far as possible
crops
small grains are grown. Buildings of proper type result In hogs of mar troni making concessions in Mesopo
ROM on elevation of 2,500 feet I sent
and fences become Important considket weight at about eight months of tamia, otherwise called Irak, the sub
the seaplane splnillug downward to
ject of diplomatic interest and he had
erations, and also the division of land age.
a lnndiug In Choke Berry cove, a
between pasture and feed crops. Ques"The profitable pig Is the one that declared his belief in the principle that
liny harbor on San Clemente's
tions arise concerning the size, quality never stops growing from farrowing to large lactors in tne world resources
western shore; where with the hidand ownership of the herd. The very na- market" Is a good slogan for every hog should not become the sub led of
den rocks just below the surface of
ture of the business makes It necesmonopolistic development.
raiser.
the ocean swells It took some careInterlandlord
an
that
the
take
sary
Ambassador Child said :
ful maneuvering to set the big bird
LVWVJ
est in live stock and the crops and ICE SUPPLY BIG. NECESSITY
"The American representatives feel
without knocking the bottom
down
to
conditions necessary
make it profitit their duty to refer to Lord Curzon's
out of her. As I "cut the gun" on
able. The practices in the old dairy
of
mention
the validity of the
Important on Farms Where specific
motor, and peered over the edge of
districts that have been developed af- Especially Products
claims of the Turkish rctrolcmn Com
Are Handled
Dairy
the cockpit upon that tiny patch of turquoise water
ter years of trial should be of assistto
remind the conference half a mile below, Choke Berry cove looked about
Cost Is Not Great.
pany and
ance not only to men newly become
that, without seeking special privilege as big hs a washtuh. Instinctively, I measured
landlords and tenants in these disIce Is not a luxury on the farm, but or favor, the government of the our
wings through the corners of my goggles, then
tricts, but to those engaged in the a
This at least Is true on United States has not assented to the looked down at the cove again. To all appearsame business In other districts. Vex- allnecessity.
farms where dairy products are principle that It may be dissociated in ances we could not land ITie seaplane there withing problems may be cleared up by handled and
out knocking down a mountain. But the cove was
provisions should be the rights of peace from the usual con
this
experience,
consulting
made for housing a sufficient supply sequences or association in war, nor bigger than It looked from half a mile above,
ownsuch
includes
the
as
which
things
for use during the hot months of sum- - In other cases, where another principle and two minutes after our ears began to cruck
ership of the cattle, the furnishing of
Is Involved, will It abandon its policy
from the Increasing ntmospheiic pressure, we had
man labdr, supervision and assistance
of the open door.
gilded over the treacherous rocks at the hind end
by the landlord, machinery and tools,
We refer to the substantial corre of fhe little bay, and were slipping along over
work animals, the division of receipts
spondence our government has already the surface of the sea with the ease of a surf
from swine nnd poultry, the rental of
scooter coming In to roost.
accumulated under two successive adpasture, and the keeping of accounts,
ministrations in the United States. So
It was wild goat hunting that had attracted us
Another Interesting feature of the
far as means to furnish protection to to San Clemente. We might have gone there by
bulletin is the part dealing with the
Is
American
interests
at
legitimate
boat from Los Angeles, but we had chosen to wing
practices that have been worked out
their hands, It does not affect the duty our way across the sixty miles of open oceau
to satisfactorily handle the situation
of
the American representatives whe half a mile above the waves and we did It In 45
when the tenant leaves the farm the
ther the Identity of American rights Is minutes.
division of Jointly owned live stock,
associated with a commercial or any
San Clemente Is one of the several large Islands
payment for feed left on the farm,
other American Interest."
off the coast of southern California that has seen
and for winter grain, fall plowing, maThe British spokesman said that but slight development. It Is useful to man only
nure hauling, and Improvements made
Lord Curzon would undoubtedly send as a sheep range. Cabrlllo, the Spanish navigaThere are also discus
by tenants.
his communication In time for Its con tor who discovered the Island In 1542, pronounced
sions of the length of notice given of Perspective View of Wooden Icehouse,
Intention to terminate the lease, the
With Mllkroom, Insulated With Saw. sideration at the next meeting of the the Island worthless. Cabrlllo did one construccouncil of the league in I'arls. They tive piece of work there, however. On a voyage to
duet or Mill Shaving.
length of the lease period, and the arcalled attention to Curzon's words that the Island subsequent to his discovery of It, he
rangements that have been found
workable when farms are rented on mer. un many rarms ice can be se If the Turkish government declined the broueht over a herd of Spanish goats, and liberto state Its case, ated them for the purpose of
crop shares to tenanta having a few cured from rivers, lakes and ponds for council's Invitation
propagating a source
cows and getting all of the income the cost of harvesting. If it does not then the league would probably place of food supply for mariners who might be com
have to be hauled for a long distance, in operation all the penalties that ex pelled to land on the Island In distress. The goats
from them.
ist for such emergencies. These ure found a favorable habitat. Their numbers have
the cost of putting It up Is not large.
Renting for Casn.
of an economic nature, and would bind Increased
It was found that most good dairy
tremendously, so that today the Island
Is literally Infested with myriad herds of wild
farms are rented on some sort of share GOOD EARLY GRAZING CROPS the league to boycott Turkey.
mountain goats. Through countless generations
basis and that It Is usually the smaller
Army Ready to Isolate Ruhr.
and poorer farms that are rented for Rye, Barley, Wheat, Oat and Emmei
the animals have reverted to the wild state until
I'urls. The complete isolation of the they have lost nearly every trace of their original
cash, but there are some owners, often
Are Suitable Succession Will
Ituhr valley and the absolute sever domesticity. They are now the wildest of wild
those living at a distance from their
Save Expense.
ance of Its communications with the mountain stock. They mature enormous horns, In
land or those knowing little about
remainder of Germany was announced habit the roughest and most inaccessible crags of
farming, who find the cash arrange
Early spring pasture crops for hogs In
government circles here as the next the Island's extraordinary ruggedness, and are as
ment the best, even though the farms cattle and work, stock will be very
may be good enough to attract the best serviceable on many farms. The feed step in the French struggle against fleet of hoof as deer over ground where a man Is
tenants. However, the condition of supply usually Is greatly diminished Herman resistance, IC that resistance scarcely able to move.
the buildings and fences on many when winter Is over. Many farmers continues. French troops have been
After breakfast next morning, we donned our
farms and the difficulty of find that the small amount of cash on Installed as guards over all the exits cartrldire belts and hunting knives, shouldered our
or
betterments handihand at that time must be used to pro- from the Ituhr valley by railroad or Winchesters, and set out up the cactus strewn
arranging
watercourse of the canyon above our camp. It was
cap the dairyman on such places. Some vide food when it is needed for the canal. They are ready, it is announced,
land owners who rent for cash en- family. But with early grazing crops to achieve complete Isolation of the difficult going, and In spite of our best efforts to
courage better tenants and better the food crops will sometimes hold out Ruhr within twelve hours in case of a avoid them, we gathered up enctus stickers until
general strike or rioting.
we felt like human pin cushions. Less than half
farming by leasing a herd of covs till other crops are ready to use.
with the land, but there are very few
mile from the camp we dronned In our tracks
Rye, barley, wheat, oats, enimer are
Two.
Gas
Kills
Explosion
Engine
In the sand wash when an unmistakable
who follow this practice.
h
suitable for very enrly planting. Some
R.
C.
Bennett
and
Cnsper, Wyo.
A copy of the bulletin may be hud farmers
!" came echoing around the face of the ridge.
plnnt soon after the first of Walter
Galhralth
In
lives
lost
the
their
Ihere was no wny of nnproachlnir the herd
the year. Rape, for hogs is a most ex
by writing the Department of Agriwithout the old "sentinel goat" getting wise to
culture, Washington, D. C.
cellent crop. Later peas, soybeans and Salt Creek oil field camp, forty-fivother crops may be planted. A succes- miles north of here, when the holler as, so we Just remained hidden until he hopped
BUTTER INSPECTION SERVICE sion of grazing crops will save much at the 350 horsepower engine blew up, down off his perch. The moment he jumped down
throwing the larger part of the Salt our campaign of action was outlined. We would
expense In feeding.
t
Fields may be arranged so that when Creek camp Into darkness. Bennett scale the
ridge In front of us, work our
Department of Agriculture Will Make
one is grazed out animals may be probably was killed outright, his body way toward the goats along the summit of the
Examination of Product at Sevfrom beneath a mass
turned onto another field and the land being extricated
ridge, nnd then shoot down upon them from the
eral Stations.
of wreckage soon after the explosion.
other side, and at the expense of Innumerable cacplanted to another crop, to be grazed Galhralth
was removed from the build- tus stickers In our
flesh, we reached our objecThe United States Department of later. In this way the land devoted to
from terrible
burns tive.
ing,
pasture may be kept producing and the aboutsuffering
Agriculture maintains a
the
fact
and
cause
The
body.
The goat I aimed at collapsed In his tracks as If
service on the Boston, Chicago, animals may have grazing when they of the hotter
explosion is unknown.
every bone In his body had turned to water.
New York, Philadelphia, and San Fran- need It.
Johnston's billy did a backward
cisco markets, and at the request of
dove
Shoe Explodes; Manufacturer Sued.
Select Egg for Shipping.
headlong off the clifT, and crashed Into the botshippers or other financially Interested
W.
Va.
was
cold
It
Parkersburg,
tom of the canyon 500 feet below 'followed
Wggs selected for shipment should
parties makes official Inspection of
by an
other day when Mrs. Hugo Moats avalanche of loose dirt and boulders.
butter offered for Interstate shipment be clean, true to color and evenly the
down
an
of
Ilarrlsville sat
before
open
or received at Important central mar- graded as to size. Most of the marGetting our game Into camp
to warm her feet. A few min- of the dny, and It was a man's consumed the rest
kets designated by the secretary of kets now prefer a white egg ranging gas fire
work at that.
she was startled by an exFour days of tramping the hills, and lugging
from 24 to 26 ounces per dozen and utes later
agriculture.
plosion which, she says, tore off the goats Into camp reduced our
28 to 30 ounces per dozen In size.
weight considerably,
tip of one of her shoes. Her toes were and set me to thinking about how
Keep Ducka' Feet Warm,
simple It would
w
was
that
Injured
amputation
badly
be to fly over the Island with the seaplane, locate
It is Important that laying ducks be
Cost of Feeding Hens.
Moats has filed suit our
Mrs.
necessary.
where they can keep their feet warm
game from the air, dive down, and shoot It.
Cost of feeding a hen, per month,
in Circuit Court here for $5,000, chargCould we hit the goats while going over their
tn winter and early spring.
A glass has been placed at 16 cents, for an
cellumanufacturer
the
used
that
backs at 00 miles an hour? There was the queswindow or a covering of canvas can average, according to investigations ing
loid Instead of leather In the Inner tion. The
be mde to admit light to the winter made by the West Virginia Agricuonly way to decide this was to try It.
lining of the shoe tips.
We were discussing thl plan of aerial hunting
ltural college.
luartere.
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at breakfast on the mowing of our iifth day, when
from the ethereal vnstuess overhead came the
drone of a seaplane motor. I trained my field
glasses on the pluue, and made out the lettering
"Holloway' on the underside of tho lower wing.
"That's Steve Holloway from Avalon." I called out
to Johnston.
We grabbed our guns, Jumped on the motorcycles, and sped toward the cove. There we found
Holloway with his plane riding at anchor, while he
tinkered with the motor. He told us that he had
come out from Avalon combing the sea for a
derelict motorboat andUhnd sighted It.
When we told Hollowoy about our plan of hunting wild gouts from the nlr he was keen to go
with us. "Let me pilot your plane," he said, "and
then we can have two gunners." An hour later
we started. We fitted a couple of salt sacks over
the receivers of the two Winchesters to keep the
ejected cartridges from flying Into the propeller.
Then with Holloway at the wheel we tore out of
the cove. We climbed steadily upward until ws
got to an elevation of 2,500 feet. This was high
enough to take us 500 feet over the highest peaks
of tho Islands. Then we began scanning the landscape for goats. We hnd gone Inland scarcely three
miles when we espied a herd of goats on the top
of a mountain peak a thousand feet below.
It was agreed that I should make the first try
as aerial gunner, so I crawled out on the nose of
the seaplane. By stretching out full length I could
hook my toes over the cowl of the cockpit, and
could bring my shoulders under two gu;- - wires extending from the upper wings to the uose of the
seaplane. In this position my head and shoulders
were protruding out Into space and there was nothing In front of me to interfere with shooting.
Johnston strapped my feet to a strut to nvold any
possibility of my slipping off, and Holloway sent
the plane earthward In a nosedive 1 was going
down head first. With my head and shoulders out
over the end of the plane It seemed as If I was
riding through space on nothing, flying like a
buzzard and diving down at the goats like an eagle
sweeping upon a quarry. Up came the landscape
and the goats with a dizzy rush. To all appearances we were going to crash against the mountain
top, but with Holloway driving, and knowing that
he had several Boche airplanes to his credit during his service In France, I knew he would "flatten
out" In time to prevent our "cracking up" on the
mountains.

The goats at seeing that giant hawklike enemy
swooping down upon them seemed to lose every
vestige of reason. Some of them dived headlong
down the mountainside. Others ran around and
around In circles not knowing which way to run,
and still others plunged Into the underbrush, or
cowered among the rocks for all the world like
barnyard fowl when a vagrant hawk approaches.
It was but a matter of seconds from the time we
began the nosedive until we had flattened out over
the herd scarcely a hundred feet over their back
and the Jagged top of the mountain. Goats were
running every which way, some fairly tumbling

over each oilier In their linsle to run they knew
not where. Meanwhile my rllle was cracking. The
reports were scarcely audible above the roar of
the senplane. The wind pressure was terrific, and
disturbed my aim, so thnt my first two bullets did
nothing more than spit up n puff of dust on the
mountain top. Seeing where the bullet struck,
however, enabled me to correct my Are. The third
shot sent a big billy down In his tracks, and the
fourth bullet toppled unother. The fifth and sixth
shots were clean misses, for by that time we had
fully flattened out with the goats and the landscape going under us so fast that I was merely
wasting ammunition.
Crawling In off the nose of the plane, we circled the mountain top several times to be sure the
two goats were down to stay. They were both lying
Just as they had fallen, so we took our bearings
from the nlr with the view of retrieving our kill
Inter. In flying over the first herd Jo nston had
emptied his Winchester over the side of the cockpit, but he was shooting nt such a disadvantage
from thnt position thnt he hndn't touched meat
with a single bullet.
I had convinced myself that It is possible to
shoot land game from a flying airplane, and that
It was far easier than hunting afoot. By sign
langunge I Indicated to Johnston that he should
take his position on the nose of the plane to do the
next shooting while I crawled out on the wing
to shoot the next herd of goats with the camera.
Then with Johnston on the nose, and me on the
lower wing we began soaring over the island.
Around on the east side of the Island we
espied n lone hilly standing nn n cliff overlooking
the sea. We dived at him, and Johnston sent him
tumbling down the cliff onto the bench with a
bullet. Then minutes Inter we had
landed on the sea, loaded the goat lif 'he seaplane's
hold, and were In the air again.
About three miles along the shore from that
point we came over a great cunyon leading back
from the sea. The canyon was fully fifteen hundred feet deep, and probtibly a thousand feet wide
at the top, Its walls were literally alive with
goals. With no opportunity of protest to the pilot
and almost before I bad time to realize the hazardous nature of the flight, we were diving Into the
canyon. Down we went 500 feet below the rim,
and dived at the wall. From my position on the
wing I saw Jets of fire flash from Johnston's rifle,
and three goats toppled off the wall. In another
Instant we were whirling around In the canyon
with the airplane wing on which I was standing
pivoting around at 90 miles an hour seemingly
wlthlr 15 feet of the perpendicular rock wall.
Landing the plane In the sea near the mouth of
the canyon we trudged up the wash, and enme
back lugging tho three goats that Johnston had
put down. We Intended to fly away with them,
but In this we were baffled. With three heavy men
and four goats my mechanical bird refused to take
the air. We had to content ourselves by leaving
two perfectly good goats on the shore, and flying
away with the two we could carry.
u
Returning to Choke Berry Cove after two and
a half hours In the air we transferred one of the
goats to Holloway'a plane, and sent him winging
his way toward Avalon. He declared he'd need the
goat when he arrived there If h ever expected to
tell the story of our aeronautical banting trip.
,
well-aline-
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tie Case and T 00
INTO A TRAP
BTN0PSI8. Answering an advertisement calling for a young man
willing to engage In service of danman
ger, Matthew West,
Just returned from France, where
of
engineers,
he had been captain
meets Natalie Coolidse, writer of
the advertisement, and without being Instructed as to his probable
duties, la engaged by her, and that
same evening Introduced to her
friends as her fiance. That night,
in the Coolldge home. West Is star,
tied by the appearance In his room
of a young woman, whom he takes
Next morning Nato be Natalie.
talie tells West she lias been trousome
woman, apparently
bled by
g
her double, who has been
her. Perrlval Coolidse.
Is
and
uncle
Natalie's
guardian,
disgruntled by West's appearance
as Natalie's fiance. NatRllc. Coolldge and West plan a visit of charNaity. Leaving West In the ar,
talie and Coollilce enter a small
Before they return, West
secures Information whlHi leads
him to believe CoolhlKe Is deceiving
Natalie for a purpose. Nutnlle Informs West she has b?en mistaken
In her suspicions and that Blie has
no further need for his services.
West Is astounded, but leaves. On
his way out of the grounds. West
hfars a revolver shot, and finds
apparently
I'ercival Coolidve
a suicide. In the city West Is visited hv Sxlon, an old servant of
Sexton Wis him he
the Co'olldges.
has been abruptly dismissed, for
He thinks
reason.
nn apparent
Coolidse was murdered.
VII
Continued.
6
It the three nf you
"Whpre
went on Sunday In the runabout, Cap-

CHAPTER

tain Wot?" asked Sexton.

"To a house over in the factory district ; some charily case tliilt Coolidu'P
was Interested in the widow of one
of his employees, I believe.
"Iiil you see t lie people?"
".Yo, I didn't go In; wailed outside
In the ear; It was no affair of mine.
Why'" be asked in surprise.
sir. Miss Natalie seemed
like n different person when she cot
buck. Not In looks, or not bins like
tlint, I don't mean, but In the way
lie tniked and noted. Nntblni! suited
Iter nil the rest of the day. Von
know how she was to you, sir. Well
the was Just that snappy with nil of
the body
is, own after we brought
back to the house. And she wouldn't
look at It tin, sir, not even after he was
drosied proper und laid out."
said West
"1
hardly believe,"

llioiiglitrully, "you can attribute her
state of mind to anything that
on thut trip. Indeed she was in
spirits ull the way home."
"I can't help that, sir," Sexton
blindly. "It vmis .something that
happened yesterday what set her
vtruin;, nn' If I was you, sir, I'd find
out what happened in that house first
cf ull. Could you lind the place?"
"Yes, I think so. I ll look it up, although I don't have much faith In your
theory." He glanced ttt his watch. "I'll
Ku out there now. You come back here
about live, and we will talk over any
discoveries I may make."
"And what shall I do, sir?"
Ilotli were standing, West with hand
on the knob of the door. The light lu
his eyes hardened.
"Nothing occurs to me now, Sexton,
unless you can timl un excuse to return
to Fairlawn, after something you have
forgotten, let us say. If we can learn
what Miss Natalie proposes doing It
might turnlsh a clue."
"Very well, sir, and I am to be here
at live o'clock?"
"Yes, at five; I will leave word with
tUc doorman to show you In at once."
for the
West picked up a taxi-catrip, bidding the chauffeur to drive to a
certain section of the city, and then
tin-t- il
tip and down the various Btreets
told to stop. His conversation with
Sexton had greatly strengthened bis
conviction that this was n murder,
Hint be bad determined to ferret out
the truth if possible. Yet, thus mr
there was nothing to build upon, no
clue, t:o motive, no suspicion lis to
who bad perpetrated, the deed. He
a blank wall, In which no
dimply fiu-eentrance was apparent, yet there must
be one, If he was only fortunate
enough to stuioble upon It. Deep down
In his heart West was conscious that
be possessed a motive In this search
fur more worthy than mere curiosity.
That motive was Natalie Coolldge. He
smiled at the thought, yet confessed
It true. In spite of her curt dismissal,
his memory of the girl centered about
those earlier hours of their acquaintance. Something mysterious bad occurred to make her change ho quickly,
ami he was unwilling to condemn her
before learning the real reason.
The chauffeur drove slowly up and
streets for half nn
down obscure
hour before West recognized familiar
surroundings and motioned for him
to draw up against the curb. lie
bad discovered the place sought, but
from the street It exhibited no signs
of ocrupaney, nor did any knocking nt
the front door bring response from
within, lie circled the building. Every
door was locked, but, as he passed
along the other side to regain the taxi,
a man emerged from the next house,
and hailed him.
"Say. whnt're yer snoopin' round
there tor? I.ookln" for somebody?"
ho were here
"Yes, the parties
Sunday. What's become of them?"
"Ilobart, you mean?"
"Is that his name? I met him downtown, and he told me to come here,"
West explained rapidly. "We had n
deal on."
"Oil, yer did. hey,' leaning his arms
on the 'fence. "Well, .lim Unhurt was
the tarr? e g'v' me. That's my bouse.

Bq Randall Parrish
Copqriqht IM1 bt Alfred A Knopf,
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bartender came forward around the
end of the'tar, while the man nearest
shifted his position slightly so as to
look them over, conversation Instantly

Indefinable In the
fellow's attitude, and steady stare,
gave West a feeling of hostility, which
was not dispelled by the gruff greeting
of the bartender.
"Well, what ts It you fellers want?"
"A stein apiece, and a sandwich
you serve them, don't you?"
"Sure; ham or beef?"
censing.

which Is why I happen to know what
his name was. Something queer about
that fellar, I reckon, but 'taln't none
o' my business. You ain't a detective, or nothln' like that, are yer?"
"Nothing at all like that," West
laughed, although Interested. "Why?
Did you think the police might be

after him?"
"Not for enythlng I know about,
only he skipped out mighty sudden,
l'ald me a month's rent, and only
stayed there three days. That looks
sorter queer. Then Sunday that fellar
what committed suicide out south 1
read nhout it In the papers; came to
see him In a car. I got a boy workln' In
his factory, that's how I come to kuow
who the guy was. The next night
Ilobart, nn' them with him, Just naturally skipped out."
"Who did he have with him here a

"Yes,
took."

sir;

It was tin. electric she

West remained silent, tapping with
his knife on the table. This might
prove Important, and he could not afford to Ignore the Information. While
to his mind It was hardly likely Ilobart had called the girl, yet the possibility remained.
"I never heard of a Kay street," he
said at length, "but of course, there
may be one. Oh, Charlie," he stopped
a waiter passing. "Bring me up a city
directory, will you?"
The man returned with the book,
placing It on a chair next West, who
Immediately began to Inspect the volume.
"Itay street," he said doubtfully,
fingering the pages. "There Is no such
street here, Sexton. Are you sure you
got that right?"
"That's what she sala, sir; I made
her say It over twice."
"Hay Street; wonder If It could be
spelled with a W? By Jove, it Is
Wrayl Here we have It, only five
blocks long, extending from Conway
Rather tough section I
to Grogan.
should Judge. It wouldn't do any
harm to take a look around there. Ter-hnp- s
that Is where Hobnrt went; he
might have been the one calling Natalie. Rather a wild guess, but it will
give us something to do. Are t you
game, Sexton?"
"Quite so, sir."
West hardly took the adventure seriously, being more Influenced by curiosity than any other motive, but Sexton was deeply In earnest, In full faith
they were upon the right trail. Doubtful as he was, West had neglected no
precautions. The map assured him
that they were Invading a disorderly
d
section of the city, where to be
would only Invite suspicion,
and might lend to trouble. To avoid
this possibility, he had donned his
most shabby suit, and wore a cap
largely concealing his face. In one
pocket of his Jacket within easy reach
lay hidden his service revolver loaded,
and he had Induced Sexton to accept
a smaller weapon In case of emergency.
The street was not Inviting, the
saloon on the corner being flanked by
several small factories. The brick
sidewalk was In bad condition, nnd lit- -

family?"
"A woman 'bout his age, I should
say, an' a younger one. I didn't sec
'cm only from the window; didn't get
no sight o' the girl's face at all, but
could tell the way she walked she
was young. They didn't have nothln'
with 'cm ; that's all my stuff In the
house there."
1'eeling the uselessness of trying to
learn anything more, West thanked
him. and returned to the tnxl.
"Hack to the club," he ordered briefly, and settled Into his sent to think.
The Information thus gained had
been small enough, yet sufficient to
stimulate his belief that he was at
least upon the right trail. The sudden
depart u re of this man Ilobart, and the
fact that no young children were in
the family, were important Items to
consider.
then, had not
Coolldge,
visited this cottage to aid a widow
and orphans. There had been some
other object In his call. The girl must
have known and understood the real
purpose; that was why they both acquiesced so readily to his remaining
outside In the ear. It was part of
their mutual plan to thus leave him
Yet they had made a
in Ignorance.
mistake In taking him along at all.
This error alone gave him now an opportunity to unravel the riddle. Rut
did it? What did he know? Merely
that Coolldge hnd not gone to this
house on an errand of charity; that
the occupant cnlled himself, temporarily, perhaps, Jim Ilobart; that
bis family consisted of two women,
undescrlbcil
except as to ago; nnd
that nil three lmd mysteriously disappeared together. lie might take It
for granted that this disappearance
was mused by the death of Coolldge,
but they had left no trail, no Inkling
as to where they had gone. He might
suspect this sudden vanishing hud direct connection with the crime be was
to solve, but ho posendeavoring
sessed absolutely no proof, and, apparently, any further movement on
his part was completely blocked.
More puzzled than ever, although
now fully convinced that murder hnd
been committed. West could do nothing
hut wnlt the renppearance of Sexton.
The latter arrived promptly on time,
and West told his story. Ills listener
seemed to sense the situation clearly.
"It wasn't no mistake, your goin'
out there, sir," he said confidently.
"What we know now gives us something to work on anyhow, an' It's Just
what I thought that trip Sunday led
up to this klllln', an' something happened while they was In there to stir
Miss Natalie all up. Now we got to
lind this fellow what did you say his
name was, sir?"
"Well, What li It You Fellers Want?"
"Hobnrt Jim Ilobart; that Is, he
tered with Junk of all kinds, while the
was known by that name there."
was entirely unenred for,
"And did you say he has simply roadway
nnd deeply rutted from heavy truffle.
out
o'
dropped
sight?"
was a tan"That's true; never left a clue be- Half way down the block
nery, closed now for the night, but
hind him."
with its odor yet permeating the en"Well, sir, I'm not quite so sure
Altogether, the
atmosphere.
about that. You listen to me, sir. tire
scene was desolate nnd disagreeable
This afternoon I walked out to Fair-lawbut the street was deserted
from the car line, nn' come In enough,
the factory doors
across the fields to the house. I didn't of pedestrians,
closed for the night.
have no good excuse for golif back tightly
The two men pressed their way
there, sir, an' was sorter afraid to
a narrow passage,
meet up with Miss Natalie. She might through along
less obstruction as they adhave thought I was Just spyin' 'round. finding
the second block being comHut 1 didn't have no need for being vanced,
of houses, lnrgely of
entirely
posed
Into
driven
It
she'd
seems
afraid, for
and apparently
tenement
the
type,
town about noon, an' hadn't got back.
children.
There wasn't nobody but the servant principally populated by
Wray street was lined with homes,
around the place, sir. Do you rememhumble enough outwardly, yet
ber Unzip, the second maid sorter usually
the thoroughfare was clean, and the
full face, an' light hair?"
an apWest nodded, wondering what all small yards had generally
pearance of neatness; 238 was a
this might be lending to.
three-storon the corner,
brick,
"Well, she an' I always lilt It off
second story evidently utilized for
the
a
with
I
her
talked
an'
quite
together,
nnd the ground floor
bit. She told me, sir, that Miss Natalie living purposes,
had n telephone call this morning that occupied as a saloon. The upper story
no signs of occupancy, the
took her Into the city. Mzzie she exhibited
two of them
went to the 'phone when It rang, an' windows unwashed, nnd
In unHe wouldn't boarded up. The two lingered
It was a man's voice.
the house. Standing
leave no message, but insisted on certainty opposite
there Idly, however, did not appeal
speaking to Miss Natalie. Llzlze had to West.
to call her down from upstairs."
"Well, let's go over," he said
"Did the girl overhear the conversa"There Is nothing to be
tion?"
"Not so as to make much out of it, learned here."
and,
It was an ordinary bar-roosir. She was sorter Interested, the
no
man's voice being strange, nnd hung their entrance apparently aroused
bearound In the hall listening, hut about special Interest. Besides the man
rough-lookinoil she could make out was what Miss hind the bar, a rather
Natalie said. It seemed like he was foreigner, a 1'ole, In West's Judgment,
were In the place,
glvin' her some kind nf address, which three customers
she didn't exactly understand, an' two with feet upon the rail talking
a
so she repeated It after him two or with the drink dispenser, and, one at
small table moodily contemplnting a
three times to be sure."
half emptied stein of beer. There were
"What was the address?"
""''H Hay street, sir, an' then about three other tables In the room, and the
:n hour later, Miss Natalie ordered
captain, with a swift glance about,
drew out a chair and sat down, his
err, an' drove Into town."
action being imitated bjr Seston. The
"Alone?"

Ik

Something

"Ham,"
There was no cordiality, no welcome
either manner or speech. It was
plainly the proprietor of the saloon
felt no enthusiasm over his unknown
customers. He came back with the
beer and snndwlches, pausing this
time to wipe off the table, as an excuse for speech.
"You guys live 'round here?" he
asked gruffly, "Don't remember ever
seeln yer In here before."
"No," returned West Indifferently,
looking directly Into the hard face.
"I'm a smoke inspector, an' we Just
dropped in on our way back to the
.

In

offce. Why?"
"Oh, nothln'; only we don't get
much trade outside the neighborhood."
He walked back toward the bar,
pausing an Instant to whisper a word
to the taller mnn who still stood there
staring moodily at the table. What
he said apparently determined action,
for the fellow addressed crossed the
room to where West nnd Sexton sat,
deliberately pulled up a vacant chair
and Joined them.
"Bring me another, Mike," he ordered. "That Is, if these gents don't
object to my Joining 'em awhile."
VIII

CHAPTER
Trapped.

West smiled pleasantly, glad the
man hnd taken the Initiative, thus
naturally opening up a way for askWhatever his
ing certain questions.
own Immediate object might be in
thus scraping nn acquaintance made
no difference.
It would doubtless develop In time, but meanwhile here was
the opportunity sought to discuss the
affairs of the neighborhood. Yet the
subject must be approached with due
caution. The very Indifference of the
bnrtender, coupled with the evident
to form an
desire of this hanger-oacquaintance, served to reveal the
real nature of the place. Tlalnly
enough strangers were viewed with
suspicion, and this was no ordinary
saloon, catering to whatever trade
drifted within its doors. More than
likely It was rather a thieves' hang
out, ever suspicions of the activity of
the police.
Yet this fellow bore no outward
semblance to the common conception
He was well
of the underworld.
dressed, easy of manner, with an exceptionally Intelligent face, blue eyes
meeting West's gnze frankly, a carefully trimmed mustache, with white
teeth good hunioredly showing when
he smiled, nnd threads of gray In his
hair. Ills very appearance Invited
confidence and comradeship, while his
outspoken words Increased this Impression.
"Excuse my butting In," he ex
plained genially. "But It's d n dull
around here tonight. Nobody to talk
with but a couple o' bums. You see
I don't belong around here; Just
dropped In for a bit of business with
Mike."
"I see." admitted West, puzzled,
and wondering how far he dared ven
ture. "You can get lonelier In a big
city than anywhere else."
"You bet you can. You see I run a
broker's office down town, an' It's
pretty blame slow nround a dump like
this you get me?"
"Sure; this seems to be a pretty
quiet place."
"Quiet II II It Isn't always so quiet
I've dropped In here when it was lively enough, believe me. But tonight it's
the limit. Fnct Is I come up for a lit
tie excitement, as much as anything
else, but must have struck an off
night. You're a smoke Inspector, Mike
says?"
West nodded.
"Know Fred Knrvan, I suppose?"
"Oh, yes; friend of yours?"
"Used to be; we were kids together
down on the South side. He's got a
pretty soft Job now; stands in strong
with the City hnll, they tell me. Mean
to drop In and see him some of these
days."
"You'll Hnd him a mighty good fel
low," asserted West, to whom the
name was entirely unfamiliar.
"Well, I'm not so sure about that
He's got pretty stiff the last few years,
they tell me. But then you work un
tier him, nd ought to know. Head of
your department, Isn't he?"
"Yes, but I only meet him In a bust
ness way, of course."

ROAD SYSTEMS FOR DEFENSE
General Staff of Army Indicates What
Road Development l Needed
for Military.
(Prepared by the United States Deptrtment
Road develouuient needed for na
tional defense as planned by the general staff of the army has recently
been Indicated to the Department of
i irrifiiitiire hv the secretary of war
and the Information has been placed
in the hands of the engineers or tne
bureau of public roads who are at the
shape
present time getting Into final federal-olthe plan for the system of
This system will con
sist of approximately 180,000 miles of
road, so laid out as to serve an imu.
of the country and will be built by
the states In conjunction with federal
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SHE GOES T0
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Mrs. Gross Praises Tanlac for
JKWICI.HY CO.
Mrs. and reoalrlnt. All ordera Drnmptlf
Overcoming Stomach Trouble
to. Eet. 1879. 16th & Champa.
attended
Says Results Are Priceless.
llOHM-AIXH- N

be connected by roads withou

i

.if:

Mubel Gross, 1137 Aldrlch St., N., Min
neapolis, Minn.
"For nearly two years I hnd been in
a seriously weakeneu condition ami
suffered nearly all the time from
My nerves
headache and backache.
were beyond my control and I was
terribly dizzy. I couldn't half sleep
nnd my stomach was so out of order
that even the sight of food nauseated
me.
"The benefits I have received from
Tnnlnc nre priceless. I am now a per
fectly well woman nnd my friends
often spenk of how healthy I look.

another.

Luxury Is npt to transform pleasures Into burdens.

Mrs. Eva Tidmarsh

"And

the

as though hit with a

went down
pole-ax.-

"

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Business Woman.
My father, an old doctor, has had
Ids-- ca
ninny strange experiences In
reer. I have often heard him tell this
one: He hud been called to see a
man who had been severely hurt In t
runaway. After examining the pa
tlent's Injured limb, he was summoned
Into the next room by the patient
wife. She wished to Inquire of the
doctor which would be cheaper to
set the leg or ainputnte! Chicago
Journal.
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l Investing
Completing the
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II Process of Saving
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There is an established
set of rules for keeping
your principal and making it earn a worthwhile
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income.

The Newton Plan of
is based
upon years of actual experience in the purchase
of safe bonds with an
interest yield higher than
savings banks rates it is
the last word in
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Let us Indicate your Investments in high grade
bonds through the Newton Plan of systematic
saving. Write Dept. o.
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G-i-
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Investment Bankers

First National Bank
Building, Denver
Pope Block, Pueblo
JM Enttrprlm tatallhhti In

DENVER, COLO.

TV

Sold by Leading Dealers

PIANOS

Built to
Traffic.

Road

Carry Heavy

any serious dislocation of the plan nf
for other purposes nnd
development
that In general the military need for
roads conforms with surprising closeness to the commercial nnd economic
needs. It Is thought thut the plan submitted can be embodied In the federal-ai- d
highway system nnd thus make the
system an Importat factor In our plan
of national defense,
Roads of a purely military nature
such ns those lending to coast fortifications have not been Included in the
plan submitted and will be handled by
the War department as heretofore.

OF BETTER ROADS

Farmer Enabled to Transport Frulti
and Vegetables to City and Take
Back Meat.
Proper food is one of the greatest
necessities If the health of the community is to be properly preserved.
Better roads mean belter food. In
yenr3 past, the farmer too often lived
on a restricted diet of salt pork,
corned beef, smoked ments, nnd other
foods which could be prepared on the
farm, while the city dweller did not
have the advantage of fresh fruits nnd
As ronds are Improved,
vegetables.
the farmer is enabled to bring his
produce to the city for the use of that
community and take hack for himself
fresh meats and other foods only obtainable in the city.
GAS CONSUMPTION

INCREASED

Pavement Traction Problem!
Show That More Fuel Is Required
on Dirt Road.

Tests

WINDSOR, IMta A Larimer. Room 76a
up. Special ratee to permanent

VARNISHES

Girls, Read This!

BENEFITS

trVEIIS.

M'Murtry Paints

Health Brings Beauty
Cement
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"Itefore I took Tanlac I only
and
pounds
weighed ninety-fou- r
scarcely had strength to sweep the
floor- - hut now I weigh one hundred
and am ns healthy nnd
and thirty-twhappy as can be." This remarkable
ont wns made, recently, by Mrs.

aid.
The ceneral staff has been Investi
gating the subject since 1911), the bu
reau of public roads collanorating. Health Is worth everything, and that
Briefly summarized, the report made Is what Tanlac has meant to me."
Is as follows: There are certain vital
Tanlac Is for sale by all good drugareas along the boundaries of the gists. Over 35 million bottles sold,
in
United States against which any
Advertisement.
will probably be directed.
vasion
Tenth Class Matter.
These areas have been outlined ny
"Did you get uny mall this mornthe eeneral staff. For military pur
It was a letter from my
poses they should be connected with ing?" "No.
the centers of production anil stoinse congressman." New York Sun.
The roads
centers.
and industrial
Not So Very Liquid.
will then become strategic lines of
Henderson "Your wife has such a
supply und will usually conform with
roads located for other purposes. soft liquid voice." Ilenpeck "Yes;
routes are of no but it's hard to stop the flow."
Transcontinental
for military pur
value
particular
An old traveler never has the end
poses.
The Dlnn submitted by the War de of a necktie or a sock sticking out of
partment shows Important centers his grip. He looks.
that should be connected, but does
After one has reached his goal nnd
not give detailed routes. Engineers
of the bureau state that these points doesn't like It, It Is too late to start for
can

SPECIAL, HUSH BfsnVICR eeeurei If
rou mention (ale paper naea trrltlaa
firm, below.

In

According to tests In the problem of
pavement traction, gasoline consumption by motor vehicles is increased In
traveling over a dirt road. Concrete
highways show the least resistance to
traction in terms of miles per gallon.
Brick, mncnduin and gravel are next In
order.
Laws Are Different.
Recently a tourist lu passing through
four states whs required to buy four
different sets of lenses In order that
with
would comply
his headlights
state laws. More uniformity In high-wa- y

regulation

Is

needed.

Everybody Can Ride.
The bureau of public roads of the
United States Department of Agriculture states that there are enough motor vehicles in the Cnited States to
take the entire population for a ride
at one time.

Pueblo, Colo. "When my daughter,
now Mrs. Eva Tidmarsh, was sixteen
she suffered terribly at times as many
girls do, and did nothadfeel real good
pimples all
at any time. She
over her body. A friend told me to
Favget her a bottle of Dr. Pierce's
orite Prescription, as her daughter
wonderderived
had taken it and had
ful relief from it. My daughter took
three bottles and now she is per-or
fectly well never has a headache to
backache. We both never forget
recommend Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre108 E.
scription." Mrs. Lula Davis,
Evans Ave.
Your health is most important to
you. It's easily improved.
Obtain Dr. Pierce's Prescription
now, in liquid or tablets, from your
druggist or send 10c for trial pkg.
of tablets to Dr. Pierce's Invalids
Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y., or write for
free medical advice,

Try
quick
unlike
all othara pleasant doea not up
no
ek atomach
opiatea, 35c and

60c everywhere.
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DYEING
of Clothing
Complete department for handling
out of town cleaning and dyeing.
Model

The

Cleaners and Dyers

1317 BROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.

DIAMONDS
bCHWAUTZ, Jewelry. Diamonds,
watch repairing. 1000 Sixteenth Street.

JUS.

1.

Comuiei'cinl inquiries uuswcicci und
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.

COUGH?

PIS03

Pianos and player pianos of our own
niumifaeiure of every dosurlptlon.
Free excliunise privilege. Lowest
prices, reasonable terma. Write for
a catalog, prices.
T1IIJ HAI.UW1N I'lANO COM PAX V
li:i(l t'nllroruiu St.

End of Twelve-Hou- r
Day Souaht.
New York. Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corll-- .
poration, has vrsed his board of
rectors to help him hasten elimination
of the twelve-houday from the steel
Industry, according to an article appearing in the New "i'ork Tribune,
The appeal of the corporation chief Is
suld to huve been spoken from a "con-- ,

fldentlal memorandum," delivered before the board, ut which time Mr.
h
Gary denounced the
world movement's report on the steel
strike of 1910.
lnter-churc-

HIT

A

ITT Y

IN KVKRT BOX

irnwvm A" m. mndiratod snow white cream
that dues wonders fur th oompleiion. Removes!

r..iWA
OH. C.

hWoh.

H. BERRY

Mull 11.36. FHHH BOOKLIST.
CO.. 2978 Michigan vmiar CHICAOOj

SQUEEZED

TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful
it is usually an indication that the

kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

LATHROP'S
HAARLEM

OIL

world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Famous since 1696. Teke regularly end
keep In good health. In three sizes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
on overt
Look for the name Gold
box and oce.pt no imitAtioo

Th

Mll

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

Reds Barred From Mine Union.
Indianapolis, Ind. Notice has been
served on the coal miners of Nova.
Scotia by the International executive
board of the United Mine Workers of
America, the labor union now operating In most of the mine fields of the
United States and Canada, that they
cannot affiliate with the lied lnter
national labor, organizations of Moscow and at the same time remain
members of the United Mine Workers.
The United Mine workers by this step,
It was declared, have put themselves
directly on record against radicals.
Mrs. Harding Gains Strength.
Washington. The recovery of Mrs.
Harding Is now assured, her physicians said here. The past halt month
has marked the most hopeful period
of the first lady's convalescence that
her physicians have noticed ilnce last
September, when her nearly fatal Illness set In. The wheel chair to which,'
Mrs. Harding was confined for the
past few months now has been virtually discarded. She Is able to walk
ubout the rooms of the White Howe
again.
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THE RESERVE

Id - Time Styles
Jewelry That Grandmother Wore
Has Been Revived.
Stones, Necklaces, Pendants, Paisley
Bags Are Brought Into Prominence Once More.

'

Period costumes hare brought a revival of
Jewelry, asserts
a writer In the New York Tribune.
The stones that our grandmothers
wore, set In bright gold, have once
more become popular In exact copies
of the old settings. Bed stones such
as garnets are embodied in necklaces
flower effects
showing
and tiny gold leaves.
These little
necklaces are really what their name
indicates a circlet for the neck, fitting closely about the throat.
Then there are the long, somewhat
ponderous pendants worA on tiny gold
chains which are Identical with the

pendants.

There

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

dOOD TALE
1

The orersktrt Is nost discreetly
flared. Great emphasis Is placed on
the use of royal purple, especially in
combination with other colors.
The Italian Renaissance hns furnished tuj Inspiration for many new
models. One prominent Paris designer uses with frequency the long bodice
molding the figure and the bouffant
skirt of that period.

m

Gone Are AH of Their Eighteen Lives
her, clawing and biting her logs. Then
It turned on the little invalid, and
gashed her arm with Its claws and

teeth.

MEW

YORK. Three policemen reto a riot call sent in
believed to have been
stricken with jealousy, ran amuck
In a Brooklyn home.
It required 18
bullets to dispatch the animul. '
For three years Meow, the cat, had
been the constant companion of seven- -

' upended
after a cat,

Is

our

grandmothers' Paisley shawls
have been revived, but, despite that
fact, new uses are being found for
these
garments every day. j 1
me modern woman finds much that
Is extremely attractive In these oldtime shawls. Just now they are being
used more than ever for handbags. II
So great is the demand for bags
made from Paisley shawls that manufacturers are scouring the country In
nn endeavor to buy up old shawls and
are paying exorbitant prices for them.
These Tnisley bags are being made
in the form of envelopes.
They nri
quite large, almost like portfolios,
and are carried under the arm.
One of the most successful period
dresses Is a most supple quality of
black velvet and royal purple crepe
of that heavy but soft quality which
comes direct from China. The sleeves
are pure Italian Renaissance with
their tightly smocked puff fullness.

2

old-tim- e

a

year-ol-
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$525:

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

.

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things

4&
II

DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS

11

THE FULL FLOWING SLEEVES

also the garnet bracelet set In a hoop
of gleaming gold.
Several seasons have passed since

NEW t MEXICO

Margaret Johnson. Margaret

became ill a short time ago.
Pay
after day, during the critical period.
Meow lay beneath the child's bed,
purring constantly and refusing to eat.
Margaret got better, so a bed of
chairs was made for her. Meow established herself beneath the chairs.
The little girl was so pleased she remained all night. Then her mother,
Mrs. Hannah Johnson, started to carry
Margaret back to the bedroom.
The cat snarled and leaped upon

Meantime the father rushed

on the scene.
With a poker and a
heavy plate he stunned the maddened
cat. Finally the mother escaped and
alarmed the neighbors, who In turr.
called the police.
Billings, Mont. Thomas Patriarch,
the oldest
cat in the United
States and probably in the world, is
dead here, aged twenty-fou- r
years
and three months, at the home of
Mr, and Mrs. Grover Sample.
He
had grown quite feeble and would cry
plaintively when his mistress left his
sight, which was falling.
Thomas was born In Northfleld,
Minn., In 1808, and for a long time
was mascot on Northern Pacific trains
between Mandan and Glendive. Owing
to, the loss of his teeth he ceased to
bother mice and lived on condensed
milk during his final year.
Thomas' claim to being the oldest
cat In the country was threshed out a
year ago, when a twenty-year-ol- d
kit
ten at Missoula laid claim to the

new. Even if she has never dyed before,
the can put a new, rich color into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, costs, stockings,
sweaters, coverinea, draperies, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
kind then perfect home dyeing is guaranteed. Just tell your drusgist whether
the material you wish to dye is wool or
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
spot, tade or run. Advertisement.

m

The Honest Teacher.
Johnny's mother had
given him a handkerchief to give to
Ins teacher us a Chlrstmns present
but when Johnny was told about
he curled his lips In scorn and said
"Aw, mother, I don't want to give
It to her. She won't let me do nothlu
Its always Walter and William that
get to do everything.
Let them get
her a handkerchief.
I'll give It to
Miss
(his last year's teacher)
She s honest."

r

v.

b.

flint, Mick.

Te

.

Lowest Priced Quality
Automobile

Seven-year-ol-

Chevrolet is fully equipped when sold.
and starter, gasoline tank in the
rear, demountable rims and extra rim and tire carrier,
transmission and reverse, speedometer and all
necessary indicators on the instrument board, curtains
open with doors of open models. All closed models
have high grade Fisher Bodies with plate glass win
dows. There is nothing more to buy but the license.
Costs least per mile for gasoline and oil.

Every

It has electric lights

CATARRHAL DEAFNESS
often caused by an Inflamed condition
the mucous lining- of th Eustachian
iudo. wnen mis tube Is Inflamed you

Is
of

There are more than 10,000 dealers and service stations throughout the country. Repairs are made on a
low-coflat rate system.

have a rumbling sound or Imperfect
ucbwiis.
uiuess me lnnammation can
oe reaucea, your Hearing may be destroyed forever.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
do what w claim for It rid your system
or catarrh
or Deafness caused by
umarrn. nAL,L, a UAl'AKUH MEDICINE
has been successful In the treatment of
ior over h orty Years.
uiarrn
Sold by all druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.

st

Jbr Economical Trantportation
r
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Japanese Poetry Contest.
Mountain Cloud at Dawn" Is the
age championship. The story appeared
Prices F. O. ft Flint, Michigan
In papers all over the country, and no subject chosen this year by the em
SUPERIOR Two PuwngerRosditer.
. !10
cat arose to dispute the Billings Tom's peror of Japan for the annual poetry
SUlKRIORFIvP.,.tgM Touring . . S2J
contest. In the days of the Kyoto
SO
honors.
Utility Coup.
iiHroS!S Iwo
Four H..,en,.r Sed.rwtM
. 850
court, only court nobles and poets
participated, but now anyone can contribute. The best poems are read to
the emperor.
Verse making has alT.NDUNAPOLIS. Paul Dresser, the
ways been one of the nntlonul pasHoosier song writer, author of "On
times of the Japanese people.
EmMichigan
the Banks of the Wabash," will sleep
peror Sleiji used to compose a poem
forever under the sycamores of the
ovcry day, and his consort also left a MINISTERS MEN OF MEDICINE SURELY WOULD HAVE
TO GO
collection of verses.
dreamy river he immortalized
The removal of the poet's body from
Both in England and America Clergy Matter of Dismissal of Stenographer
St. Boniface cemetery in Chicago to
To Have a Clear, Sweet Skin
man Acted as Doctor In the
METAL FABRICS ARE POPULAR
Simplified by "Insult" Conveyed
a proposed memorial park overlookTouch
pimples, redness, roughness
Seventeenth Century.
in Unqualified Statement.
or Itching, If any, with Cutlcura Ointing the stream, from the banks of
which the "candlelights are gleaming,'
ment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
Some of the medicines dispensed In
Mrs. Carter dropped In at the office
win mars me success or several years
and hot water. Itlnse, dry gently and
the Seventeenth century were fear for a few minutes' chat with her husof effort on the part of the Indiana
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to ful and
wonderful concoctions. Humun band.
frmn the Wabash to the memory of leave a fascinating fragrance on skin. skulls, bones, human
fat, mummies.
"John," she remarked, "I think you
Full flowing sleeves are a notable
Immediately after Paul Dresser's the poet.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement. etc., were freely prescribed. At the had better
discharge thut stenogrunher
feature of this charming afternoon death, when the society was Informed
The bowlder, however, wus regarded
deathbed of Charles II a preparation you have now, I nrn sure she Is trygown of crepe, ornamented with hand that the author of their favorite song only as a temporary marker, and it WOULDN'T PAY FOR MATCHES from a human skull was
administered, ing to flirt with you ever since she
was to be buried In an unknown grave was still
embroidery in
hoped that the poet might
The education of the pharmacist at lias been here."
In St. Louis, a movement was started
sleep finally somewhere on the banks Scotsman Not Likely to Expend a this time was largely based on his
Mrs. Carter, when she snld this,
to establish the bard's last
resting of the river he had known In his boy"Bawbee" When He Could Walk
trade experience, although some knowl thought the stenogrupher was safely
FASHION'S WHIMS
place on the Wabash.
hood.
Governor MeCray of Indiana
to His Hotel.
edge of Latin was required. The ap out of hearing but she wasn't ! She
The consent of the relatives, how at last received a note signed
by Ave
prenticeship lasted from five to six stepped to the door of the private
could
be
not
ever,
but
the of Paul Dresser's brothers and sisA young Scotsman,
obtained,
A very attractive gown of emerald
after his years, and at the end of that time he cfllco and vented her Indignation :
shortly
were
altered, and the ters, giving their consent to the re- graduation from the University of became a "Journeyman." On
green velvet Is trimmed with sliver original plans
"Mndam, I'll have you know that
assuming
a embroidery and has a sash of wide poet was burled In Chicago, his grave moval of the body.
Edinburgh, camo to this country to control or a pharmacy as a proprietor, I wouldn't flirt with your old husband
I 111 i
i
next
to that of his father and
being
The rival cities of Terr'e Haute and teach. Thirty years later he revisited he was required to pass a supplemen
sliver ribbon.
for a million dollars I"
mother.
Lafayette both are contending for the the country of his birth. On his re- tary examination.
Circular frills which sometimes exMrs. Carter was aghast.
the negotiations for a more honor of providing a memorial park turn to his
Pending
A
teaching post he was re
Pharmacy In merica during the Sev
tend from elbow to wrist, finish many
"Now, John," she. exclaimed,
"yoa
the
appropriate
for
resting
the
place
grave
some
Governor
poet.
of his confreres with nn enteenth century was largely based on simply must discharge that girl I She
McCray has galing
of the season's smartest gowns. Even until
remained unmarked. announced plans for the establishment account of his
recently
trip.
hnglish usages modified by practices lias Insulted you I" Kansas City Stan
coats are taking up the fad and
Then, one rainy Sunday afternoon, a of such a park. The Indiana
"One morning," related the profes- derived from the Indians. In MassaIng fur for the ruffles.
little band of pilgrims from the In- plans to escort the body to its society
native sor, "as I was strolling along a street chusetts, a great many clergymen prac
silk handkerchiefs diana society, headed by Carroll ShafImportant Thing Overlooked.
soil, transfer the bowlder there, and In Edinburgh, I stopped at a tobacco ticed pharmacy for a means of liveliI tnught my daughter the Improtant
in bandanna colorings or bntik ef- fer, its
visited
the cemetery rededleate the grave with appropriatepresident,
nist s and bought some cigars. Finding hood, while preaching. Indians and dates on
the calendar, the figures be
fects are a popular neck finish for and dedicated a bowlder
brought ceremonies.
myself out of matches I asked the old women also prnctlced It. The
the sports frock. They are always
ing marked In red. It chanced that hei
clerk for some.
witchcraft
epidemic brought the prac- birthday, too, was In red.
gay and colorful,
titioners of pharmacy Into suspicion
"'Ha'pence a box,' said he.
On the arrival of her baby slstei
A
new
medium-weigh- t
sweater
In
'"What! Why,
America when a as selling poisons for spells.
she Immediately
wonted to know
r
made
and finished at the
man buys a cigar he Is given a small
where her birthday was. But when
hem with a deep cuff, has a round
Cause and Effect.
follow the trail until they found him. package of matches.'
It failed to appear In red she was
neck with two bands of color. Col
"Tra sorry, sir, but they're ha'penny
The teacher was angry when stricken with awe.
About two miles from the settlement
use
their
lege girls
college colors fot
Thomas appeared ten minutes late for
the Indians found a spot pounded a box here,'
Slip took the calendar from the wnll
this finish.
"And, do you
added the pro- school one morning.
down in the snow. Bits of dog harness
and began to wrap It up, saying,
' Metal fabrics hav
New
collet
hitha
cuff
sets
and
of
linen
to
gained
walk back eight
torn to shreds were scattered about. fessor, "I had
"Why are you late, Tommy?" he said 'Daddy must tate dls right bnck and
erto unheard-o- f
batiste, or organdie, t.re embroidered
popularity this
In the midst of them the Indians found blocks to my hotel to get soma sharply.
det It fixed, 'tause dey fnrdot to red
Precious metal appears in all with wool or silk In Persian or peashuman bones.
"Please, sir," replied the sinner, "It sister's birthday." Exchange.
They hasteued back matches." Judge.
sorts of guises and gllttera from the ant colorings.
Vestees, too, are more
was late when I started from home."
to report their discovery.
most unexpected places on many of popular In colored than In plain em.
Some things that happen are more
"Then why didn't you start from
The lure of the bounty on wolves.
Honesty Is the best policy ; It Is
the most stylish gowns.
Here Is a broidery.
however, urged the Indians to take hcarable than the worry that pre- home earlier'1'
hnrd to tell whether modesty always
bodice of gold cloth worn over a skirt
Some of the silk hoisery on display
the trail again.
"I'lease, sir, It was too late to start Is or not.
They sped behind ceded them.
slip of pale cherry blossom pink and In the shops and elsewhere, Is worthy
their dog team Into the woods, as the
early."
fastened at the waist with a bronze a place in a museum, so fine Is its
Vhen the unexpected hnppens a
We all seem to prefer the fruit that
villagers waved good-by- .
They did
flower.
Gold cloth is used as the workmanship. Perhaps the gold hosman's true nature begins to show on
One who sings for her friends soon has paid a thousand miles freight to
PORT ARTHUR, OXT. A great not return.
basis of the large hat, which is veiled iery Is the most striking, for It looks
of
band
Is never, heard at all.
roving
Then a new searching party depart the surface.
hungry timber
that grown nearer home.
with golden brown tulle.
like pure gold spun to cobweb texture. wolves had devoured three men, ac- ed. They found another
trodden
patch
cording to nienger reports sifting In In the snow about two miles beyoni
from the
trails of the the first.
MULTI-COLORE- D
Sturgeon ,river country. These reThe two guns the Indians had carports told of a losing battle fought by ried were lying in the crimsoned snow.
several of the leading dressmakers for two Indians after a white trapper had Scattered about were bones, bits of
Metal and Metal and Silk Combina
clothing and empty shells.
velveteen for dresses, suits and after been downed and killed.
tions Are Popular Among Nov.
An elderly trapper left his cabin
The carcasses of 10 dead wolves,
noon coats.
elty Dress Fabrics.
in
70
woods
the
miles
of
north
Ignace some half eaten, lay stretched In a
A noted Increase Is being made In
to
mush
to
down
the settlement for circle about the remains of the two
Blistered and quilted effects are be- the use of satin and
his mall.
He arrived in safety. There Indian hunters.
coming Increasingly popular and many crepes, these being newer than the was no mall, however, and the
Most naturalists hold that wolves
wonderful novelties of this character dull crepes. There are several distinct man said he would come hack the old
next rarely attack - human beings.
Old
have been launched. These are not- - novelties of this kind, which would
morning. At noon he had not arrived. woodsmen, however, claim that a pack
nbly Id metal as well as in metal and point toward a general revival for satin The
postmaster sent two Indians to of hungry wolves stops at nothing.
silk combinations.
Many of the silks stirfuces.
are shot with metal and then blistered
or puckered.
HAT MIXTURES LOSE VOGUE
A strong preference Is shown for
in
chiffon velvet, particularly
high
The successful man of today Is
color tones, for evening dresses and Velvet Leads In Major Portion of
t.
His
Costume
MIUVA UK EE. This ofis the story of
Models;
Headgear
mantles. Bright colored velvets are
keen eye and steady hand result from abundant,
Mr.
rejuvenation
Poosty
often combined with metal In the
Chapeau Is Satisfactory.
energy, and steady nerves.
Pcrslun
I'rim, a seventeen-year-olmake-uof evening dresses
and
cat belonging to George M. Moore,
mantles.
Such a man can overcome difficulties because he Is physically
Combinations of fabrics have rather
Xo. 2027 Grand avenue.
In
Persian printed velvets are a dis lost their vogue, says a fashion writer, dentist,
fit. Foolish habits of food and drink have no place in his scheme
his
became
year,
eighteenth
Poosty
tinct novelty, used by many of the so that the majority of hats are all .'Hindu ted. He
of things. When he finds that coffee disagrees he promptly
refused to eat.
Velvet of
most Important dressmakers.
velvet, all of suede or of satin
changes to healthful POSTUM.
Mr. Moore discovered upon exam
nar
is
another
novelty
striped gauze
duvetyn, felt or hatters' plush, with ination that Poosty was no longer a
s
In
row stripes
appearing the draped models of ribbon or of (he
This pure cereal beverage is not only free from the health,
respectnble tomcat, but had developed
on dark gauze backgrounds, giving in costume material.
the
disturbing
drug element in coffee, but there's comfort and
Incidentally
Into
a
miniature
His
tiger.
of
the stripe pattern a combination
costume hat gives most satisfaction.
satisfaction in its delicious,
flavor.
had
so
that
the
grown
eyeteeth
long
colorings characteristic of Persian de
Hats In tan anil chow color are po- - cut was unable to close his mouth, pain In such manner as to arouse the
tenants
In adjoining offices.
signs. .
find
factor
You'll
Postum a
for Health.
ular, usually keeping to trimming of and the points of the saber-teethad
Back at home, the aged Mr. Prim
Along with the vogue for chiffon vel- the same
for combinations of dug Into the opposite
and caused attacked the remains of a roast of beef
jaw
vets has come the use of velveteen. A colors haveshade,
more appeal than ulcers.
In a manner evidencing
a postponed
marked preference Is being shown by combinationsscarcely
of fabrics, monochrome
Journeyed downtown to Doc- appetite, wielding the
tusks
effects prevailing, except, of course, torPooHty
Moore's oftlce In the Matthews with hungry vigor.
In flower and feather trimmings.
Your grocer sells Postum In two forms: Instant Postum
Beaded Bags.
his
under
arm.
master's
Is
building
at one and the
Now, Poosty Prim
(In tins) prepared instsntly in the cup by the addition of
Among several French hats one While nn obliging neighbor held the same time the wonder and
The bead bag Is one of the daintiest
of
pride
boiling water. Postum Cereal (in psckages) for those who
and most luxurious of purses to carry. model In tan faille is trimmed with cat, the dentist proceeded to grind the neighborhood.
The Moores are
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
the
burnt
peacock,
of
are
graceful'
made
of
these
chiefly
things
down
the teeth, remove the nerves, called upon dally to display the cat
Many
mads by boiling fully 20 minutes.
white or crystal beads with flowers or started from a cabochon placed Just and fill the resultant cavities. No an- with the filled teeth. The old tomcat
side
of
crown
front
n
the
at
In
is
the
into
that
thera
worked
a landscape
esthetic was administered, but Poosty has entered upon a second kittenhood.
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Doctor Moore nursed Poosty through
pastel colors. Among the shades seen rather higher than usual, to trail appeared to realize his master wus
to
the
side
around
back
and
then
in beaded bags are Jade, gold, silver,
doing something for him, and did not an attack of bronchi' pneumonia a
Battle Creek, Michigan.
purple and pink. Sometimes these are curve over the brln at the left
object with tooth and claw as most year ago after a veterinary surgeon
lined with white kid or satin.
rats would. Neither did he voice his had given up the case as hopeless.
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"On the Banks of the Wabash, Far Away"

Chevrolet Motor Company
Detroit,

self-colo-
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Hungry Wolf Pack Stops at Nothing
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STRIPES THE'FAD

satin-surfac- e

Second Kittenhood of Mr. Poosty Prim
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FOR SALE. Pure bred Rhode IsMrs. Steve Hudson and children are climate divide the country show no
relatives in Reserve this signs or political degeneration. In a land Red cockrells. 10 .months old-g- ood
recent artlcla Professor iTujrner of
strain, rich in color, price S6
week.
Harvard University, one of our most each postpaid to any point In Catron
matter at the post-offic- e
Entered aa aecond-clasat' Reserve, New Mexico,
d
historians, points out or Socorro Counties. Address P. O
The three year old son of Mr. and
under set of Congrss of March 2, 1878.
Mrs. Ross Slay had the misfortune that Improved communication has not Box 800 Reserve N. M,
o
to fall and pierce his face with a put an end to sectional differences in
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
more than it
the
States
United
any
stick
few
Several
a
ago.
days
One Year In Advance.
.(2.00
stitches had to be taken. The little has in Europe where it has actually Department of the Interior U. S. Land
had the effect of stimulating national
Office, Las Cruces, N. M. January
patient is getting along nicely.
Agnes Craig has returned to school
11, 1923.
rivalries. Fortunately, we have not
after being out a few days on account Mrs.
Notice is hereby given that James
O'Connor was called to the ancient conflicts of race, religion
MAGDALENA
Jack
Hotchkiss
for himself and other,
of sickness.
Philadelphia by the death of her and language that Europe has to heirs of Walter W. Hotchkiss, decomplicate our living, but the close ceased, of Mogollon, N. M
who on
Ranger B. S. Rogers of Luna, N. M. mother.
Clifford Yearwood is reported quite
student of our history will find sec March 21, 1918, made Homestead enm
me
m
ill.
iucju rores: urnce on a
J. D. Fraser and Sam Michaelis are tionalism a constant and sometimes try, No. 017604, for Homestead Entry
week's detail.
No 161, Tracts A. & B. in Secin Fairview for a few days on a busi
element in our Survey
the determining
tion 34 & 35, Township 10 S., Range
Pat Luna is out of town for a few
ness
10
trip.
politics.
W., N. M. P. Meridian, containing
Ranger Harold Peckenpaugh
Is
days.
It has been so almost from the first. 46.41 acres, has filed notice of intenspending two days in the Supervisor's
tion
to make final three year Proof, to
Col. Chas. P. O'Connor, returned to The
strong resistance of New Eng- establish claim to the land above desGeo. Owsley was a business visitor office this week.
to
from
a
Magdalena Wednesday
trip
land to the foreign policy of Jefferson cribed, before Don W. Lusk, United
here Tuesday.
and to the War of 1812, the victory States Commissioner, at Silver City,
Miss Charlotte Lowenstein, or So eastern points.
C. C. Kllllnger was a Socorro busiof the young West over the older N, M., on the 22nd day of March 1923.
corro, Is a guest in the R. H. Hoffman
Miss Faye Lewis, left for El Paso
Claimant names as witnesses;
ness visitor Monday.
home this week. ,
with Jackson, the nullification
East
Arthur Trotter, John L. Shellhorn,
the past week, where she is attending
in
Dr.
E. M. Parham and John Hlgglns,
movement in the South
1832, the
Chas. Herd, made a trip to the ReMr. Hlllhouse and Oliver P. King Business College.
long struggle between the sections all of Mogollon, New Mexico.
Nemecla Ascarate,
are business visitors here from Que-mad- o,
public Mine on Tuesday.
Howard Lewis, of Socorro, is now in over the extension of slavery that
Register.
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o
the employ of the Santa Fe, as ap- ended In the Civil War, the
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repeated
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Department of the Interior, U. S.
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sufficiently
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Dr. Walter Mayes, made a professections were strong enough to carry Egdar George, of Mule Creek, New
Mr. Martin, ot six miles west of
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who on December 2l', 1917,
Mexico,
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plan.
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Mrs. Jos S. Torres, linotypist, is to be out after a few
Sid Martin and Sid Baker are In tion.
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Professor Turner thinks that the in
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of March, 1923.
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Our
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ing a sweep of national
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R. L. Owen,
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Roy Moore, L. B.
Forest Supervisor Douglas left Sun more
because of the dif Moore, and M. M. Green, all of Greens
interesting
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Nemecia Ascarate,
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Register.
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Notice is hereby given that Joseph
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Saturday for their home in Albuquer- tlon of their interests as a part of the year
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YOUR

PROTECTION

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

a savings account at this bank.
Money that's idle means money wasted.

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We
watch both the pricipal ahd interest for you and

E;

SE;

re-

lieve you of all the banking worries.

SAFETY

HONESTY

COURTESY

SERVICE

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

When in Need
Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise

Socorro State
Bank

Put

GIVE US A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

Socorro, N. M.

B. M. Brittain, of the Paulin Motor
Car Company, Albuquerque, and Rich
ard Reynolds, of the Paulin Motor Car
Company, of El Paso, were business
visitors in Magdalena on Monday.

The Bank of Personal Service

Oscar W. Taylor, of near Quemado,
is here this week attending to mat
ters pertaining to his claim for com
pensation. While here he is also
visiting his sister, Mrs. C. C. Scaeif.
RESOURCES

Dr. Mr. McCreary, L. V, Medley and
James MacLaren attended the funeral
of J. A. Smiley in Socorro Tuesday,
representing the New Mexico Grand
Lodge, Knights of Pythias.

OYER

$500,000.

Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Garcia and
children will leave for California
Thursday, where they will visit for
several months and if they are favor
ably impressed with the country, they
may locate there.

Reserve Mercantile Co.

Mrs. M. D. Romero, of Reserve, who

has been visiting her daughter, Mrs,
Chavez, at Hot Springs, for the past
week,
passed through Magdalena
Monday enroute to her home. While
here, she was the guest of her sister
Mrs. Agnes Armijo.

Hamilton Brown Shoes

SECTIONALISM

New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
.
Endicott-Johnso- n

shoes

Silk and wool hose
Outing flannels
Sweaters

Winter clothing

..

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
and
Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

AND THE NATION

No phenomenon of our recent poli
tical history is more familiar than
the steady Increase of national
authority at the expense of the state
governments. Officials and ,bureaus
at Washington already direct many
affairs that were formerly under local regulation, and the tendency to
transfer power from the states to
the nation does not seem to diminish.
We are told that modern means of
communication, by drawing the ends
of the continent together, are effacing the often artificial boundaries of
the states.
But if the states are losing power
and Individual character, the 'great
sections Into which geography and

Every citizen should be able to
speak intelligently in public on any
public matter to which he has given
thought and study. We are not sure
that it wouuld be desirable for every
citizen to feel called upon to exercise
his powers of utterance; the work of
legislation and administration would
probably be clogged with talk. But
it is surely a part of the preparation
for good citizenship for young men
and women to try to equip themselves
for making oral reports or arguments
before public gatherings, should the
need arise, as it often does.
To address an audience without dis
playing embarrassment and without
being distracted from the work In
hand by the consplclous position that
it requires you to assume is to have
poise that comes naturally to but
few persons.
The earlier that a person sets about taking exercises that
will enable him to acquire it the bet
ter. A good many school children do
than is furnished by the delivery at
occassional intervals of poems or set
speeches. Declamation Ib an art of
no great value except In so far as It
means the thorough possession by the
pupil of some noble passage of

For the cultivation of mental readi
ness and of fluency, accuracy and
as well as of
crispness of speech,
ease and grace of manner, young peo
ple should take part in debates. If
the school curriculum does not offer
opportunities of the sort, they should
organize meetings to discuss topics
of public interest making it a rule
that there should be no speeches that
have been framed In advance and
Each speaker
committed to memory.
should read and study on the question
as much as possible, but he should not
resort to the use of pencil or note
book Training of that sort, if persisted in, wlljenable even the slow
and Inarticulate to formulate their
thought clearly and logically and to
clothe It tn adequate words.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Cowart, John Lawrence and
L. O. Fonville, all of Greens Gap and
Frank Landavazo, of Datll, New MexJ. W.

ico.

Nemecia

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE

Ascarate,
Register

:-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
December 21, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that John Mc- Dow, of Greens Gap, New Mexico, who,
on January 15, 1918, made Homestead
Entry No. 013585, for Vfhi NWK; NE
Sec. 12; BA SW
Vi NW&; NV4 NE
Sec. 1; and on Sep
4; SWVt SE
tember 20, 1921, made Add'l Homestead
Entry No. 021950, for SE14 SEtt; NVi
SVfc; S
NWt4; SWU NE14, Section
1, Township 3 S., Range 13 W., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of lnten
tion to make final three year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the United States
Commissioner, at Magdalena, New
Mexico, on the 8th day of February,

-

COMPANY

--

:

The Cash Store
GROCERIES, DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,
HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET

1923.

GASOLINE

Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy Moore, Roy Owens, L. B. Moore,
and Jack Mathers, all of Greens Gap

FILLING STATION

New Mexico.

Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.
o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
December 21, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Mrs.
Mary Lawrence, for herself and other
heirs of Daniel M. Paulk, deceased, of
Greens Gap, New Mexico, who, on
December 17, 1917, made Homestead
Entry No. 017238, for W NW4 Sec.
21, and on May 26, 1922, made Add'l
Homestead Entry No. 022048, for SE
Yi SWyt; SEJi; S
NE! Ett NWV.
Sec. 21 ; and on October 19, 1922, made
Add'l Homestead Entry No. 023983,
Sec. 21;
for N
SWU: SW4 SW
NW4 NW14, Section 28, Township 2
M.
12
P.
N.
Meridian,
W.,
Range
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before the United States Commissioner,
at Magdalena, New Mexico, on the
10th day of February, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses!
Charles A. Kelsey, Frank Pullen,
Jas. W. Cowart, and R. L. Owens, all
of Greens Gap, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.,
0.

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled
NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Lathe Work
Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies

Compare our prices with others

-

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Phone No. 3.

'

A. C. HILL, Manager

